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ABSTRACT
The IMPROVE data library is a collection of continuous and intermittent
physiological observations of 59 patients in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), recorded for
one complete day at the Kuopio University Hospital. These data consisted of patient data
stored as annotation and record files. The IMPROVE data library also provided the
information regarding four disorders (Hypovolaemia, Cardiac Failure, Hypervolaemia
and Oxygen-Content related problems) in terms of the patient data. An available model
designed in Stateflow generated the risk levels for the patients. The goal of this thesis is
to analyze the risk levels generated from the simulation and compare them with the
physician’s diagnosis.
The main objective of this work is to evaluate the performance of the Stateflow
model that interprets the risk level of the four disorders, for a particular patient at any
instant of time and later implement it on an Infineon C l66 microcontroller board. The
various limitations encountered during the implementation on the microcontroller board
are discussed in the thesis. To demonstrate the rapid prototyping capabilities of using the
microcontroller board a speed-comparison analysis of implementing the Stateflow model
on various computers was performed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
One of the endlessly fascinating aspects of medicine is that each patient represents
to the physician a unique story of his or her past history and present illness. An open
mind is essential during the evaluation of each patient so that diagnostic possibilities are
not overlooked or prematurely discarded. A dazzling array of diagnostic tests is now
available for evaluation of patients with evident or suspected disease. Sensitivity and
specificity are known or can be estimated for each method under a given set of clinical
circumstances. Information over and above that needed to establish a diagnosis is
typically required to allow an accurate prediction of the outcome. This exercise in
probability statistics is challenging and deserves careful attention as an essential
component of the comprehensive care of the patient [1].
A Data Library consisting of patient data generated for analyzing patient status in
an intensive care unit (ICU) had been generated under the name IMPROVE Data Library.
The IMPROVE (Improving Control of Patient Status in Critical Care) project was
concerned with improving the status of patients in the intensive care unit through
innovative signal processing [2]. This involves processing and interpreting physiological
signals by applying unconventional methods of linear, non-linear, multivariate and
derived algorithms and assessing the patient status in critical care.
The IMPROVE Data Library is a collection of continuous and intermittent
physiological observations of 59 patients in the intensive care unit that have been
recorded for one complete day. Electroencephalograms (EEG) were recorded for seven
patients. The collection and annotation of the data was performed under the supervision
of the Department of Intensive Care at Kuopia University Hospital. Analysis was
performed in different platforms to accumulate the data for the IMPROVE Library. A
clinical task group performed the clinical part, which involved defining the disorders and
the collected data. A technical group was responsible for the collection of continuous and
intermittent signals from various systems.
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The clinical task group provided information regarding the various patient data
based on diagnostic tests performed. Twenty patient data parameters that consisted of
annotation and record files, nursing actions, medications and drug intake were taken into
account. Each of these patient data had different sampling frequencies. In order to
remove the sampling delays, the data were pre-processed using different techniques. The
clinical task group defined the disorders, supervised the data collection, and performed
the quality control of the annotation process. They defined four main types of disorders,
namely, Hypovolemia, Cardiac Failure, Hypervolaemia and Oxygen Content Related
problems. These main disorders were further divided into sub-groups and into various
criteria. This classification was done based on the threshold values of the different patient
data. The technical task group also provided the physician’s diagnosis of risk levels for
the 59 patients.
During previous work the data provided by the IMPROVE data library in the
form of annotation and record files was analyzed in regard to variables defining the
disorders which were then extracted using Matlab™ and stored in mat-files. This
consisted of extracting both the patient data and the physician’s diagnosis. The various
patient data extracted for each patient were tagged with a unique patient identification
number. The identification number was based on the place of recording, the patient
number, and the instant at which the recording was performed.
Based on the classification of the different disorders, a Stateflow model was
designed to obtain the risk levels of different patients. The evaluation was performed in
three steps. First the patient data parameters were compared with their respective
threshold values, secondly value of metabolic signs of tissue hypoxia (MSTH) was
obtained based on commonly monitored patient data parameters and finally, the risk
levels of the four different disorders were calculated based on the first and second steps.
Earlier research presented the development methods for novel interpretation methods to
detect disorders of oxygen delivery to vital tissues early enough for effective treatment.
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1.2 Objective of this Thesis
The main objective of this work is the implementation of a Stateflow model that
interprets the risk levels of the four disorders, on an Infineon C l66 Microcontroller
board, and to compare the outputs of the Stateflow model with the physician’s diagnosis.
The main emphasis of this thesis is to validate and verify the design process and to
demonstrate rapid prototyping techniques. The thesis presents two major issues:
•
Evaluation of risk levels obtained from the simulation.
•
Implementation of the Stateflow model on a microcontroller board
The clinical task group defined the threshold values of each of the patient data as
a value between the normal and the abnormal. First the patient data were extracted and
evaluated for each of the 59 patient data available and were compared with their
respective threshold values. Next, based on these patient data, the risk levels were
obtained from the simulation for each of the 59 patients available. In this thesis, the risk
levels obtained from the simulation were compared with the physician’s diagnosis to
validate the Stateflow model. The performance of the simulation model in terms of the
accuracy and timing was verified and analyzed.
The major task was the implementation of the diagnostic routine on a
microcontroller board. For the implementation an Infineon SAB 167, a 16-bit micro
controller, had been chosen. For this various methods of implementation were
considered. The different hardware issues taken into account for the implementation on
the microcontroller board are discussed. Three different methods of implementation were
evaluated:
• C166 microcontroller toolbox provided by Matlab™ and the tasking compiler
• RTC167-Target toolbox and the tasking compiler
• RTC 167-Target and the Keil compiler
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The details of the differences in these methods of implementation are given. The
difference between the compiler options and the various toolboxes used to implement the
Stateflow model are explained in detail.
In order to validate the implementations on the microcontroller board and the
rapid prototyping capabilities the Stateflow model was run on various PC’s and the
execution times were compared with the execution time on the microcontroller board.
1.3 Thesis Outline
In this thesis we discuss the implementation of the Stateflow model on a
microcontroller board. In the process of discussing the implementation, some concerns
about the design in Stateflow and implementation are pointed out.
Chapter 2 provides the patient data description and classification of the four
disorders, the subdivisions for each disorder and the risk levels associated with each of
the diseases. It also provides the information regarding the IMPROVE data library, the
different data monitored and the methods of patient data extraction.
Chapter 3 provides the detailed description of the Stateflow model desired
earlier. The step-by-step design procedure of the Stateflow model to obtain the risk levels
of the four disorders is explained in detail. It further discusses the timing and sampling
issues related with the design procedure.
Chapter 4 discusses the implementation of the Stateflow model on the C l66
Microcontroller board. A brief description of the hardware and the different Matlab™
toolboxes necessary to build the code for the C l66 microcontroller is provided. Problems
that emerged during the evaluation phase of the project and the subsequent changes that
followed in selecting the various design tools are laid out in this chapter.
The comparison of the risk levels obtained from the Stateflow model and the
physician’s diagnosis, the implementation on the microcontroller board and the speed
verification are outlined in Chapter 5.
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The suggestions for future work include investigating a new approach that could
provide real-time assessment of the patient and use of other hardware, such as an FPGA,
that could further improve the implementation. Future work is discussed in Chapter 6.
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2 Disease Description
2.1 Introduction
The main responsibility of the respiratory system is to supply a body with oxygen
(0 2) and dispose produced carbon dioxide (C02). Respiration is defined by four events:
•
Pulmonary ventilation
•
External respiration
•
Respiratory gas transport
•
Internal respiration
The movement of air into and out of the lungs is called external breathing. This is
a mechanical process that depends on volume changes in the thoracic cavity [1]. A
change in volume results in the change in pressure and thereby leads to the flow of gases
to equalize the pressure. The ability of the body to maintain a constant internal
environment through regulatory mechanisms that compensate for a change in external
environment is called homeostasis [4]. Adequate respiration consists of an uptake of
sufficient amount of oxygen (02) and the elimination of enough carbon dioxide (C02) to
maintain the partial oxygen pressure (P0 2 ) and partial Carbon-dioxide Pressure (Pco2) in
the arterial blood at homeostatic levels [1]. The Figure 2-1 below shows the human
respiratory system.
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Figure 2-1 Respiratory System [3]
Respiratory failure is associated with disturbances in the exchange of O2 and CO2
between gas in the alveoli and blood in the pulmonary capillaries as well as in the gas
exchange in the tissue. These abnormalities can be reflected by the changes in P02 and
Pco2 in the arterial blood. In this case respiratory failure is partially defined as a condition
in which the arterial P02 is below the normal range, where the normal range of variation
is +/-5 mmHg of the mean value. The normal mean value for humans above 20 years of
age or older is commonly calculated from an age based regression equation given as [1].
Pao2 =100.1-.323 (years) (1)
It is observed that the pressure of arterial oxygen is constant with age. The Figure
2-2 is plot drawn with the age in years on the X-axis and P a02 in mmHg on the Y-axis
indicates this behaviour.
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Figure 2-2 Mean Arterial Pressure for Humans
The respiratory diseases are concerned with abnormalities in the gas exchange.
Intensive Care Units (ICU) generally deal with organ system failures such as circulatory
and respiratory failures.
The main purpose of the IMPROVE project was to improve the online assessment
and management of patients in the ICU. For this four disorders have been defined,
namely, Hypovolaemia, Cardiac Failure, Hypervolaemia and Oxygen Content Related
Problems [2]. First the details of the IMPROVE data library are provided. Later the
various patient data and the four disorders, along with the basic criteria for defining them,
are discussed in detail in the subsequent sections.
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2.2 IMPROVE Data Library
The IMPROVE Data Library is a collection of continuous and intermittent
physiological observations of 59 patients in the intensive care unit recorded for one
complete day. An Electroencephalogram (EEG) was also recorded for seven patients. The
collection and annotation of the data was performed under the supervision of the
Department of Intensive Care at Kuopia University Hospital. Analysis was performed in
different platforms to accumulate the data for the IMPROVE Library. The clinical task
group performed the clinical part, which involved defining the disorders and the collected
data. The technical group was responsible for the collection of continuous and
intermittent signals from various systems.
Clinisoft Clinical Information Management System (CIMS) was used to record
and store the trend data from the patient monitors, laboratory results, annotations and
nursing actions. Continuous signals from the patient monitors were recorded and stored
on the PC and displayed to check for any erroneous recording. Video monitoring was
also employed to ensure the quality of the recording and to reconfirm the recordings. The
data were stored on various PC’s only after validation based on annotations [2],
2.2.1 Continuous Data
Table 2-1 shows the most commonly monitored continuous signals during IC.
Due to technical problems some signals were not recorded for certain patients. To enable
proper data monitoring the data were subject to pre-processing like digital filtering. The
signals had a resolution range of 4096 different voltage levels from +5 to -5V and a 10ms
updating period. The processing delays were removed before saving the continuous
signals on to a hard disk [2],
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Table 2-1 Processing of Continuous Signals
Abbr.

Name

EEG

Direct
electroencephalo
gram
Direct
electroencephalo
gram
Direct
electrocardiogra
m
Systemic arterial
pressure

EEG
ECG
SAP
CVP
C02
AWP

Central venous
pressure
Airway carbon
dioxide
concentration
Airway pressure

Preprocessing

Processing
delay
0 ms

Measurement Range
site
+/EEG leads
200|iV
C4-P4

Sampling
freq.
100 Hz

EEG leads
C3-P3

+/200pV

100 Hz

0 ms
LP-filter.
25 Hz 2nd order

ECG leads

+/- 5 mV

100 Hz

0 ms
LP-filter:
25Hz 2nd order

Radial or
femoral
artery
Vena cava /
right atrium
Airway gas
samples

-20..320
mmHg

50 Hz

LP-filter 22 Hz 60 ms

-20..50
mmHg
0-10%

50 Hz

LP-filter 22 Hz 100 ms

25 Hz

3-point median 3000 ms

Endotracheal
tube

-20..80
cmH20

25 Hz

LP-filter:
25Hz 2nd order

40 ms

The trend of the continuous signals was recorded using CIMS and stored among the
intermittent and annotation data.
2.2.2 Non-continuous Data
Along with the trend data from the patient monitors, laboratory data, and
annotations, nursing actions and medications during routine care were also recorded and
stored using CIMS. Special annotations consist of the physician’s analysis of patient’s
bedside condition. The physician had observed the patient status, the nursing action and
the possible disturbances and recorded them into the CIMS. An accuracy of 1 minute is
maintained for all the events stored using CIMS. The time instant at which data are
entered is known as the time stamp. There were discrepancies in the time stamp due to
human intervention, as the annotating physician performs typing manually [2],
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Each of the variables were stored as separate files in the IMPROVE Data Library
in the following format
Time_stamp<, >Variable_type<, >VariableID<, >Values<, >Status<LF><CR>
SIT1234A.EXT

Where
sit

three character long identifier for the recording site e.g.

1234

four digit long running number for patient, unique to each site

kuo

for Kuopio

a

one character long identifier for recording session, unique to each patient

ext

file name extension defining the type and contents of the file:

rec

EDF-file

ani

an

2

txt

ASCII-file for routine CIMS data (trends, laboratory data, medications,
etc.)
ASCII-file for annotations
ASCII-file for any free form comments and other data
(Background information, main diagnosis before and during IC, errata).

Table 2-2 defines in detail the different fields:
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Table 2-2 Data Format
Field name
Time Stamp

Format
ddhhmmss

Explanation
instant of event

Variable Type Two letters Type of the variable

Variable ID
Variable
Value
Status

Values
e.g. 02134530 = 2nd day of the month
13:45:30
MV monitored variable
CV computed variable (derived)
LB lab variable
OV observed variable
DV drug volume (quantity)
DR drug infusion rate
FR fluid infusion rate
CA care activity

Integer
value
Real value

Variable identification code

e.g. 1000 = Cardiac Output

Value of the variable

e.g. 4.62 = 4.62 1/min

Integer
value

Database status of the
variable (CIMS internal use
only)

The patients were identified using their unique identification name. In a similar
fashion the EEG data were acquired for seven patients. All data were collected with the
consent of the patient. They were stored as record files with the following identification
number.
EEG1234A.REC

where
EEG

1234

Identifies that this file contains the EEG part of the study (all recorded in
Kuopio)
Four digit long number for patient identification, unique to each site, and
following the numbers in the original recorded in Kuopio
One character long identifier for recording session in case recordings
from one patient has been broken up into several parts
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The IMPROVE Data Library provides a fully annotated data library, of sixty
patients. The clinical task group also defined the different patient data and the disorders,
supervised the data collection and performed the quality control of the annotation
process. They defined four main types of disorders namely Hypovolemia, Cardiac
Failure, Hypervolaemia and Oxygen Content Related Problems. These main disorders
were further divided into sub-groups. A brief description of each of the different patient
data and the disorders is now discussed.
2.3 Patient Monitoring
Monitoring a patient can be defined as assessing the patient repeatedly or
continuously along with their physical functions. In the critical care unit such assessment
is done generally for respiratory and cardiac systems.
The strength of peripheral pulses is used to obtain the adequacy of cardiac output
and tissue perfusion. The heart rate (HR), as well as the heart rhythm is also monitored
continuously using an electrocardiogram [3]. The heart rate has a mean value of 70
beats/min and a range of 60-80 beats/min. The measurements required to analyze the four
disorders are linked in Appendix E.
2.4

Hypoxia

A deficiency of oxygen in the arterial blood or the tissues is called hypoxia. It is a
state of oxygen deficiency in the body, sufficient to create an impairment of a function
[4]. Various forms of hypoxia have been recognized, e.g.,
(i) Anemic hypoxia- caused due to a decreased concentration of hemoglobin
(ii) Hypoxic hypoxia- caused by defective oxygenation in the blood.
(iii)Ischemic hypoxia- caused due to slow peripheral circulation
(iv)Hypemic Hypoxia- caused by the oxygen carrying capacity of the blood.
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The four disorders discussed either have metabolic signs of tissue hypoxia or no
signs of metabolic tissue hypoxia as one of the conditions required for a patient to have a
disorder.
2.5 Hypovolaemia
An increase in the arterial PCo2 results in alveolar hypoventilation. Hypovolaemia
can be defined as a blood disorder consisting of a decrease in the volume of circulating
blood [1]. A formal definition is:
Main disorder group: Hypovolaemia
Subgroup 1:
Primary criteria:
Low central venous pressure and
Cardiac Index (Cl) <2 I/min/m2
Peripheral temperature (Tp) <32.5 °C,
Subgroup 2:
Primary criteria:
Metabolic signs of tissue hypoxia (1~2 h)
Arterial pH (pH) <7.35 and
Base Index (BE) <-4
Lactataemia (Lact) >2 mmol/L
Mixed venous saturation (SvCh) <=65%
Extraction ratio (VO2) >.4
Secondary criteria:
Pulmonary Capillary Wedge Pressure (PCWP) >=6 mmHg and
Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP) >=65 mmHg
Continuous Volume Replacement (CVR) >1000ml/h
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2.6 Cardiac Failure
Cardiac failure has the general symptoms of breathlessness and paroxysmal
dyspnoea oedema (subjective sensation of difficulty in breathing mainly due to anxiety)
[3]. It mainly occurs due to ischaemic heart disease (partial or total blocking of coronary
arteries), alcohol, hypertension, valve problems, etc., and has the formal description of:
Main disorder group: Cardiac Failure
Subgroup
1:
Primary criteria:
Low Cardiac Index (Cl)
Pulmonary Capillary Wedge Pressure (PCWP) >10 mmHg and
Metabolic signs of tissue hypoxia (1-2 h)
Secondary criteria:
Urine output (UrOut) <=.5- 1 ml/kg/h
Low peripheral temperature (Tp)
Subgroup 2:
Primary criteria:
No signs of metabolic signs of tissue hypoxia
Low Cardiac Index (Cl)
Pulmonary Capillary Wedge Pressure (PCWP) >10 mmHg and
Low urine output (UrOut)
Low peripheral temperature (Tp)
Subgroup
2:
Primary criteria:
Cardiac Index (CI)> 2.0
Pulmonary Capillary Wedge Pressure (PCWP) >10 mmHg or
Need of ionotropic drugs (Iono)
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2.7 Hypervolaemia
Hypervolaemia is also called high flow state. It is a blood disorder consisting of
an increase in the volume of the circulating blood. High flow state is associated with
abnormally high flow and need of vasoactive treatment to maintain perfusion pressure
[1].
Main disorder group: Hypervolaemia
Subgroup 1:
Primary criteria:
Cardiac Index (CI)> .4
Peripheral temperature (Tp)> 32.5C
Subgroup 2:
Primary criteria:
Signs of tissue hypoxia
High Cardiac Index (Cl)
Low Oxygen Extraction (EXO2)
Mixed venous saturation (SVO2) <=65%
Extraction ratio (VO2) >.4
High peripheral temperature (Tp)
High oxygen delivery (DO2)
Subgroup 3:
Primary criteria:
High Cardiac Index (Cl)
Low extraction ratio (VO2)
Peripheral temperature (Tp)> 32.5
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2.8 Oxygen Content Related Problems
They are usually related with oxygen de-saturation of the blood. It has the
following formal description:
Main disorder group: Hypervolaemia
Subgroup
1:
Primary criteria:
Oxygen saturation (Sa02) < 90
High respiratory frequency (ResF)
Metabolic signs of tissue hypoxia
Subgroup 2:
Primary
criteria:
Arterial pH (pH) <=7.35
Arterial PCO2 (PaC02)>= 6.0kPa
Oxygen saturation (Sa02) < 90
Subgroup 3:
Primary criteria:
Low oxygen saturation (Sa02)
Arterial oxygen tension/ fraction of inspired oxygen (Pa02/Fi02)
<150mm Hg
Metabolic signs of tissue hypoxia
Secondary criteria:
No ionotropic drugs (Iono)
Subgroup 4:
Oxygen saturation (Sa02)> 90
Arterial oxygen tension/ fraction of inspired oxygen (Pa02/Fi02)
<200mm Hg
No signs of tissue hypoxia
No ionotropic drugs (Iono)
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Subgroup 5:
Primary criteria:

Oxygen saturation (Sa02) < 90
Arterial PC02 (PaC02)> 4.5kPa
No ionotropic drugs (Iono)
No signs of metabolic hypoxia
The classification of the four disorders mentioned above is summarized in Table2-3.

Table 2.3 Disorder Classification table
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3 State Machine
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in the previous chapter, the IMPROVE data library includes several
signals that were monitored in the ICU. These signals were sampled at separate
frequencies, each with its own resolution. A few of the signals are mentioned in Table
2-1 with around 4096 different voltage levels and a 10ms updating time. The processing
delays of the different signals were removed by applying a few preprocessing techniques
such as analog to digital conversion and digital filtering during storage of the signals. In
addition to these, there were several intermittent signals such as those for nursing actions
and medications. The medications are entered in as either ‘yes’ or ‘no’ and are therefore
accepted as a Boolean expression for evaluation at a later point [2]. All input variables
were stored in the IMPROVE data library in ASCII format as discussed in Chapter 2. A
Stateflow model was designed earlier to determine risk levels of the different disorders.
This model was improvised and, with the necessary modifications, the risk levels for all
the 59 patients were obtained. The block diagram shown in Figure 3-1 gives the steps
involved to obtain the risk levels.

Figure 3-1 Method of Implementation
The design methodology and the steps involved evaluating the risk levels using
the Stateflow model are discussed in detail in this chapter. A brief introduction to the
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concepts of finite state machines, Simulink and Stateflow is given prior to discussing the
evaluation of risk levels in Stateflow.
3.2 Description of a Finite State Machine
A state machine generates output parameters over time that are a function of state
variables, and input parameters. Finite state machines (FSM) are state machines with a
finite number of states. The internal states of the machine carry no further structure [5].
Finite state machines are widely used for modeling and computation in various
disciplines. The internal state is a function of the input and the previous state.
Furthermore, in a state machine, the output is generated by two methods. If the output
depends on both the state and input it is known as a Mealy machine. If the output is a
function of the state alone it is categorized as a Moore machine. State machines can be
easily implemented in Matlab™ using the Stateflow and Simulink features [6].
Based on the concept of FSM’s the model to obtain the risk levels of the patients
for the four disorders was designed.
3.3 Simulink Model
Simulink is a software package for modeling, simulating, and analyzing
dynamical systems. In the design of the model, Simulink was used as a simulation
platform. It provides a graphical user interface for building models as block
diagrams, using click-and drag mouse operations [7]. It also provides a customizable
set of block libraries that allow accurate design, simulation, implementation, and test
control of time varying signals. The key feature of Simulink is that it is built atop
Matlab™. As a result, it has access to the wide range of Matlab™ based function
tools and the tools include specialized m-file functions to run a Simulink model
directly as a command and to specify the simulation parameters. Simulink has
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among others the feature to generate code for microcontrollers, which is the main
reason for selecting it as a platform for this thesis.
The model designed involves the four types of disorders; Hypervolaemia,
Hypovolaemia, Oxygen Content Related Problems, and Cardiac Failure as illustrated in
the Simulink window shown in Figure 3-2 below.

D ia g n o s T e s t

Figure 3-2 Simulink Model for Calculation of Risk Level
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The Simulink model shown in Figure 3-2 describes the entire simulation model. It
has the input parameters as the patient’s data and the Stateflow model determining the
risk level of a particular disease. The risk levels are later compared with the physician’s
diagnosis, which are saved as mat-files.
3.3.1 Input Parameters
The input parameters Cl, Tp, CVPm, pH, etc., are the patient’s data which are
saved as mat-files for each of the 59 patients. In addition to these, the physician’s data,
which was also stored as mat-files, is loaded into the workspace. When a certain mat-file
of a particular patient is loaded into workspace, then each of these input parameters is
saved in the workspace as a separate entity in the form of a matrix with the time in the
first column and the actual value in the second column. The From Workspace block has
been used in the Simulink model to read the values from the workspace. In this block the
sample time is used for synchronization. Whenever the model is run and a particular
value is needed it reads it from the workspace. Figure 3-3 shows the block parameters of
the From Workspace block where the data name and the sample time are defined.
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Figure 3-3 From Workspace Block Parameter Block
3.3.2 Stateflow Block
The Diagnose Test block where the input parameters are evaluated as local
variables and then the risk level of the patient is determined is discussed in detail later in
this chapter.
3.3.3 Output Parameters
The results of the simulation are stored as mat-files for each of the diseases for
each patient. They are later compared with the physician’s analysis using other m-files.
The path where the mat-file is stored has been given in the block parameters. The
variable name as well as the sampling time can be mentioned in this block. The block
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parameters window of the To File block is shown in Figure 3-4 where the file name and
the variable name of the signal are defined.

3.3.4 Mux Block
The Mux Block is used to combine the different subgroups of the same disorder
before being stored in a mat-file. After the data is sent through the Mux block, the
resultant matrix saved in the mat-file has a time vector in the first column followed by the
values from the subgroups in the order they have been added to the Mux bus. The Mux is
either represented as a bar or as a signal. The Block Parameters window of the Mux block
is shown in Figure 3-5, where the numbers of inputs given are mentioned.
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3.4 Stateflow Model
Stateflow is an interactive design tool for modeling and simulating event-driven
systems. Stateflow helps to describe complex logic systems in a natural, readable, and
understandable form. As it is integrated with Matlab™ and Simulink, it provides an
efficient environment for designing embedded systems that contain control, supervisory,
or mode logic [8]. A Stateflow chart is a graphical representation of a finite state
machine, where states and transitions form the building blocks of the system. Stateflow
charts enable the graphical representation of hierarchical and parallel states and the eventdriven transitions between them [9]. Stateflow is part of Simulink, an integrated
simulation environment in which one can model, simulate, and analyze complex dynamic
systems.
A Stateflow machine is a collection of Stateflow blocks in a Simulink model.
When a simulation runs, it automatically executes both the Simulink and the Stateflow
portions of the model. A Simulink model can have combinations of Simulink blocks,
toolbox blocks, and Stateflow blocks.
The evaluation of the different disorders based on , which defines the four
disorders in terms of the threshold values of the different patient data, is explained with
the help of the flow chart given in Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-6 Stateflow Model Implementation
The implementation in Stateflow is done in three stages. The three different stages
involved are
• Comparison of patient data with threshold values
• Evaluation of metabolic signs of tissue hypoxia (MSTH)
• Determination of risk level based on the above two evaluations
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3.4.1 Stage 1
In the Stateflow model, the input parameters are first evaluated. For this, the
patient’s data is compared with a threshold value, and a temporary variable is created in
the Stateflow chart itself stating the value as either higher or lower compared to the
normal value.

ok
during:* SVRi=0
exit:sSYRi=0

k
uring: sT_p_high=0
during: sT_p_]ow=0
exit isTjp_lugh=Q
exit:sTj>low=0
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Figure 3-7 Evaluation of Patient Data
Figure 3-7 shows how four out of the twenty input parameters of the patient data
are evaluated. The four variables define Hypervolaemia Typel primary based on . As
depicted each of these blocks has a history junction, states, transitions, a default junction,
etc., which are discussed further.
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The cardiac index [Cl] has four states; normal, too high, toolow , and
intermediate. Those states and any of their transitions define the mode for the underlying
event driven system. Each state has a parent and each state s activity changes based on
events and conditions. Each state also has a history to provide an efficient means to base
its update on past activity. There are two types of decomposition in Stateflow; exclusive
or and parallel. Exclusive or states describe modes that are mutually exclusive, in the
sense that only one state can be active at a time. These are represented in terms of bold
lined blocks. Parallel states describe modes in which two states can be active at the same
time and are represented by dashed lines. In Cl, the three states have an exclusive
decomposition, implying that only one of the states can be active at a time. Also, the
various patient data have parallel decomposition, stating that all the patient data are
evaluated at every instant of time. Cl is a super-state as it has other sub-states in it. The
states normal, too_high, and so on are known as sub-states as they are contained in a
super-state. Every state has a label. Cl is the label of this state. During the evaluation of
the state the following processes can be defined
•
•
•

Entry Action: This has the prefix entry. Whenever the state becomes active, it
enters the value defined at entry action.
During Action: This has the prefix during. The actions specified in during are
executed when the system is already in an active state.
Exit Action: This has the prefix exit. This action is executed when the state in
which it is defined becomes inactive.

The hierarchy helps organize complex systems by placing states within other
higher-level states and by reducing the number of transitions. Events are non-graphical
objects, which are not directly represented in the Stateflow diagram. Broadcast of an
event can trigger the occurrence of a transition and an action. A condition is a Boolean
expression that must be true for a transition to take place. In the case of Cl, the conditions
are [C/>
Cljiigh],[CI<=CI_high], etc. A transition is a line with an arrowhead which
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links a source object to a destination object. The source object is where the transition
starts and the destination object is where the transition ends. A transition label has the
following format:
Event [condition] {condition action}/transition action
Cardiac index (Cl) has three states defined and hence has three local parameters
defining the three different ranges it has. In other words, the ranges are high,
intermediate, and low. A given State machine caneither operate as astand-alone unit or
can communicate with otherstate machines or withsuperior state machines.Any form of
communication requires an active process within the state machine. Those processes are
called actions. The two different forms of actions are distinguished as
• Condition Action
• Transition Action
A condition action executes if a given condition is satisfied. A transition takes place
when a valid destination is found. This specific action is known as a transition action.
When each piece of data is analyzed, the result is either a 1 or 0, which is then stored as a
local variable. The data sent to the Stateflow chart are non-graphical objects and hence
are not represented directly in the Stateflow diagram. After the patient’s data are
evaluated, the next states to be evaluated are the signs of metabolic hypoxia (MSTH); see
Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8 Evaluation of Metabollic Signs of Tissue Hypoxia
3.4.2 Stage 2
In MSTH the variables generated in the previous step to calculate the risk level
sMSTH are used. sMSTH is defined in terms of pH, BE, Lact, Sv02, and ER. The
variables generated locally are either a 1 or a 0 and as MSTH is generated as the
summation of these five variables, five values are possible for MSTH if only values
greater than zero are considered. MSTH is also considered as a local variable and termed
as sMSTH where its value ranges from 0 to 5. In MSTH, only the condition is defined for
the transition to occur as [sMSTH = 1 ], [sMSTH=2], etc.
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Figure 3-9 Evaluation of Hypervolaemia
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3.4.3 Stage 3
After the patient’s data have been evaluated as well as metabolic signs of tissue
hypoxia, the diseases are evaluated in stage 3. Each disorder has the disease name as the
parent. Individual states define the different criteria of a particular disorder. Also, each of
the different criteria having different levels has different states defining it. Figure 3-9
shows the Stateflow diagram for the evaluation of the disorder Hypervolaemia.
Depending upon the disease description, the number of states required to define a
particular disease vary. As seen from the Figure 3-9, the disorder Hypervolaemia has
three criteria.
• Hypervolaemia Typel (HY1P) is defined by 4 variables and hence the minimum
value it can have is 0 and the maximum value is 4 depending on the conditions
described in the chart.
• Hypervolaemia Type2 (HY2) has 9 variables as the condition to fulfill the criteria
and so the minimum value is 0 and maximum value is 9.
• Hypervolaemia Type3 (HY3) has 3 variables defining it and therefore the
minimum and maximum values it can have are 0 and 3, respectively.
In the Stateflow chart, hierarchy is maintained while defining the various states
for any particular disorder. The output of the states defining the level of a disorder is sent
to Simulink as an output. In this case HY1, HY2, and HY3 are defined as the outputs to
Simulink. Here, HY defines the disorder Hypervolaemia, 1 is the criterion and P and S
denote primary and secondary levels, respectively. These are connected to mat-file blocks
in the Simulink window.
It should be noted that all the four disorders are of parallel combination stating
that each patient can have any of the disorders at any particular time or all the disorders at
the same time. Also, the different criteria of the same disorder are of parallel
decomposition and hence a patient can have more than one criterion of a particular
disease at the same time.
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In a similar manner, the other disorders Hypovolaemia, Cardiac Failure and
Oxygen Content Related Problems are designed. The maximum risk levels are based
upon the number of patient data parameters that are involved in evaluating that criterion.
The maximum risk levels that are attainable for each of the disorders are defined in the
Table 3-1.
Table 3-1 Risk Levels of Different Disorders
Number of Risk Levels
Criteria
Disorder
Sub Group
Parameters
0-3
Primary(HYlp)
3
Typel
0-5
Secondary(HY 1s)
5
Typel
Hypovolaemia Type2
0-3
Primary(HY2p)
3
0-7
Primary (CFlp)
7
Typel
2
0-3
Secondary(CFls)
Typel
Cardiac failure Type 2
0-3
Primary (CF2p)
3
1
0-1
Type2
Secondary(CF2s)
0-3
Primary (CF3p)
3
Type 3
Type4
Primary (CF4p)
3
0-3
0-7
Primary (OCRP1)
7
Typel
0-3
Primary (OCRP2)
3
Type 2
Oxygen
Primary (OCRP3p) 7
0-7
Type 3
Content
0-1
Type 3
Secondary (OCRP3s) 1
Related
Primary (OCRP4) 9
0-9
Type 4
Problems
0-8
Primary (OCRP5)
8
Type5
0-4
4
Type 1
Primary (HY1)
Primary (HY2)
0-9
Type 2
9
Hypervolaemia Type3
0-3
Primary (HY3)
3
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3.5 Data Analysis
In the next step, after the Stateflow charts describing the various disorders are
calculated, all the data defined in the Stateflow chart have to be parsed to the Stateflow
chart. These links can be established through the explore option from the Stateflow
editor’s tools menu option. The object (machine, chart, or state) in the Explorer's object
hierarchy panel is selected where a new item is created. Next, by selecting the data from
the Explorer's add menu, Stateflow adds a default definition for the new item in the data
dictionary and displays an entry for the item in the explorer's content panel. Finally, the
new item’s values are set to reflect their intended usage.

Figure 3-9 shows the explore window. To the left of the explore window, the
object hierarchy is available and the order of parameters is listed. Next, in the contents
section, the parameter features such as the name, the scope type, the trigger type, and data
type are defined for any particular parameter. The scope type defines the data objects as
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local to the Stateflow diagram, input to the Stateflow diagram from its Simulink model,
output from the Stateflow diagram to its Simulink model, non-persistent temporary data,
and a constant.
To define an item of input variables as input data, a default item is added to the
Stateflow data dictionary as a child of the chart that will input the data and then set the
new item’s scope to input from Simulink. For each item of input data defined for the
chart, Stateflow adds an input port. Also, the data type can be set. In this case, it is of
double type. Twenty inputs are defined for this data model.
An output datum is defined by adding a default datum to the data dictionary as a
child of the chart and by setting the new item’s scope property to output from Simulink.
In Stateflow, each time an output data is defined an output port to the chart is added.
There are eighteen output ports defined for this model.
A constant data object is read-only and retains the initial value set in the property
dialog box. This also has the option to select the data type. In this model, the option From
Workspace has been chosen. The constant value is thereby read from the workspace.
Here, the constants are the threshold values BE_low, C lhigh, etc.
A local data object resides and is accessible only within the hierarchy of the
parent, which can be a machine, chart, or a state. Here, the local variables are SMSTH,
SCI, etc.
All the parameters, inputs, outputs, constants, and the local variables, have the
double data type. Also, the constants used in the simulation, BE low, Cl high, etc., have
been defined as thresholds from workspace. These variables are loaded into the
workspace during initialization by executing an m-file, sofar a simulation model has
been created, a Stateflow diagram has been created, the input data and events have been
defined, and the Stateflow interface has been defined. As a final step, the Stateflow
diagram in the machine can be parsed by choosing Parse from the graphics editor tools
menu. The parser evaluates the graphical and the non-graphical objects in the Stateflow
machine against the supported Stateflow notation and the action language syntax.
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3.6 Timing Issues
The simulation parameters option from the Simulation menu is used to edit the
values to match those in the dialog box. In the solver page shown in Figure 3-10, the start
and stop times as well as the step size are fed to the system.
-=!sLxj|

Figure 3-10 Simulation Parameters Dialog Box
The current simulation is considered for an entire day. The starting time is
therefore taken to be 0.0, whereas the ending time is taken as the time of final
observation. Considering the sample times of the continuous and intermittent signals
given to Stateflow machine, it is found that the maximum sampling frequency is 100 Hz.
The step size is therefore considered to be 0.1 second so as to include all the input data in
the simulation. As there are no continuous blocks in the Simulink model, the discrete
option is considered. The simulation parameters can be defined either in the Stateflow
diagram page or in the Simulink window.
An m-file was generated to run the simulations for the entire fifty-nine patients
and save the mat-files of all the patients generated in a particular directory. The patient
data files required to run the simulation are loaded using this m-file. The required base
values to evaluate the patient’s data variables are also loaded. The other simulation
parameters such as the start time, stop time, step size, and the type of solver used are also
defined in the m-file. This enables comparison of the physician’s analysis and the
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simulated risk levels. Another m-file was generated which plotted the simulated result for
each of the disorder versus time for each patient. Also, it generated a plot of the
physician’s analysis for the same disorder versus time, thereby allowing comparison
graphically. An m-file was generated to evaluate as to which patient had the highest level
of a particular disorder, to further validate the results.
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4 Model Analysis with a Microcontroller Board
Prior to this work, a model depicted in Figure 3-2, was generated to continuously
calculate the risk levels of the patient based on . The goal of this thesis was
• To adapt the given Stateflow model for implementation on a microcontroller
board
• To implement it using different toolboxes
• Evaluate the different implementation methods
Using the hardware in the loop HIL simulation, the model was designed,
implemented, and the software was tested using the given hardware and the patient data.
This implementation is as shown below.
DISEASE DESCRIPTION TABLE

Figure 4-1 Model Implementation
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4.1 Hardware in the Loop

The continuous search for new ways to shorten the product development cycle
and to provide an effective system led to evolvement of a technology called hardware-inthe-loop (HIL). This enables testing of the embedded software at a much earlier stage of
the development cycle eliminating the problems generated by the traditional approach,
which involve developing individual hardware and software modules and later integrating
and testing them. The embedded software is tested more thoroughly before the
integration phase begins, when compared to the traditional approach. It also involves less
cost and problems are identified at an earlier stage [12].
In this chapter, the implementation of the Stateflow model on an embedded
microcontroller is discussed in detail. The Simulink model that was discussed in the
previous chapter is now implemented on a microcontroller board. By creating two
different models a
hostand the target model. The host is a PC from which the p
data are sent and the calculated risk levels are viewed. The target is an Infineon C l66
microcontroller board on which the Stateflow model is implemented and the threshold
values from were loaded. This implementation on the microcontroller board was
performed using three methods. The three methods were
1.
Embedded Target for Infineon C166® Microcontrollers
2.
Using Cl 67-Target toolbox with Tasking Compiler
3.
Using C167-Target toolbox with Keil Compiler
All the methods use the Real-Time Workshop (RTW) provided by Matlab™ to
generate and build code. The step-by-step procedure for creating a model, generating
code, implementation on a microcontroller, and testing and verification is represented by
the flow chart in Figure 4-2. For the Simulink model designed, the executable
specifications were given to the model. The code was generated automatically and
finally tested.
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Figure 4-2 Flow Chart for Stateflow Model Implementation
As seen in the flow chart provided in Figure 4-2, the executable specifications and
the flash download utilities are provided with the help of third party products supported
by Matlab™ to generate code and implement it on the target. In this chapter, the
modifications of the Stateflow model for the implementation on a C l66 microcontroller
board are discussed. Initially, terms related to Matlab™ and RTW are explained and, the
hardware details of the target, microcontroller, are given. Next, the different methods
used to download code on the microcontroller board are discussed.
The final implementation has been done using the RTC 167 toolbox. The RTW is
necessary to generate and build code. Later, the files generated when the code was built
using this toolbox are discussed.
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4.2 Matlab™/ Simulink Environment
RTW is an extension product of Matlab™/Simulink used to generate code from
Simulink models. It generates code automatically tailored onto a variety of target
platforms. It uses a make process and a download procedure to create an executable for
the given model and places it on the target system. The basic terms involved in RTW are
•
•
•
•
•

Target
Host
Generic Real Time Target
Target Language Compiler Files
Template Make Files

Each of these terms, and their interdependence to generate code and implement it
on a microcontroller board, is given below.
4.2.1 Target
Target is defined as the environment (hardware or operating system) on which the
generated code runs. Targeting is defined as the process of specifying the environment to
be used. The C l66 microcontroller board is used as the target in this thesis.
4.2.2 Host
The system on which Matlab™/ Simulink and the RTW run is called the host.
The build tools on the host are used to create code and an executable to run on the target
system.
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4.2.3 Generic Real Time Target
The generic real time target (GRT) is a target provided by the RTW, which in turn
provides an environment for simulating fixed step models in single and multitasking
modes.
4.2.4 Target Language Compiler Files
The RTW uses Target language compiler files (TLC) to translate Simulink model
into code. The two types of TLC files used during the code generation are System target
files, to describe the method of code generation for a specified target, and the Block
target files, which define how the code looks for each Simulink block of the model. Both
these files have a .tic extension.
4.2.5 Template Make Files
Template Make file is used to build an executable from the generated code. The
RTW creates a Make file from the template make file by expanding each of the tokens
encountered during the process of copying each line from the template make file into a
make file. A template make file has an extension of .tmf with a name corresponding to
the target and compiler used. A tasking and a Keil compiler were used in this thesis. The
make file created by the build process is named as an .mk file and is passed to a make
utility, which compiles and links an executable from a set of files.
4.3 Target- Infineon C l66 Microcontroller

The Infineon C l66 microcontroller board is used in combination with HD200
development board. The HD200 development board has a dual DB-9 sockets for having
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serial connectivity with the host PC. The phyCORE development board HD200 provides
a flexible development platform enabling quick and easy start-up and subsequent
programming of the PHYTEC single board computer modules [13]. The PhyCORE-167
module shown in Figure 4-3 is a high performance 16-bit module with on-chip CAN and
Flash.

Figure 4-3 PhyCORE 167 Molex Connector [13]
The PhyCORE-167 module has 256 Kbytes of static RAM and 256 Kbytes of
flash. It has a mean time between failures (MTBF) of 941,282 hours. This therefore
increases the efficiency for this method of implementation.
The RS232 interface on the HD200 enables connection of the target module to a
COM port on a host-PC. A power socket for enabling external power, serial interfaces of
the SBC module, and the DB-9 connectors as shown in Figure 4-4 are all a part of the
actual Development Board. The boot and the reset pins necessary to load the code in
bootstrap mode are shown in the Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4 Connectors on PhyCORE Development Board HD200 [13]
After discussing the host, target and environment, the next step is the bootstrap
mode provided on the microcontroller board. This is an important feature to download
code on the microcontroller board and will therefore be discussed.
4.4 Bootstrap Mode
The Siemens C167CS has a built-in bootstrap loader, providing a mechanism to
load the startup program, via the serial interface after reset. The bootstrap loader moves
code/data into the internal RAM. It is therefore possible to load a small program into the
internal RAM and start it afterwards. It may be used to load the complete application
software into ROMless systems, to load temporary software into complete systems for
testing or calibration, or it may be used to program flash devices [18]. The Siemens
C167CR enters bootstrap loader mode if pin P0L.4 is sampled low at the end of a
hardware reset. In this case, the built-in Bootstrap Loader is activated independent of a
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selected bus mode. The bootstrap loader code is stored in a special Boot-ROM. No part
of the standard mask ROM or flash memory area is required for this.
For any ot the implementation procedures shown in Figure 4-2, a compiler and a
flash download utility is needed in addition to the Matlab™, Simulink and RTW to
download the code in hex format on to the microcontroller board.

Figure 4-5 Methods of Implementation
The different compilers and download utilities used to build and implement the
Stateflow model on the C l66 microcontroller board are shown in Figure 4-5. Each of the
methods requires a toolbox supported by Matlab™, a compiler suite to be specified
during code generation, and the download utility to implement the built code onto the
microcontroller. The steps using these methods are further discussed in detail below.
4.5 Method 1-Using the C166 Microcontroller Toolbox of Matlab™
The initial step before implementing any model was to close pins land 2 on
jumper JP10 to start the board in boot-loader mode rather than in execution mode. The
Embedded target for the Infineon C l66 microcontrollers requires Matlab™, Simulink,
and RTW. In addition to these, supported cross-development environment tools such as
the Tasking Crossview compiler and debugger toolchain or the MiniMon freeware
download and monitor utility are needed.
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4.5.1

Infineon C l66 Microcontroller Toolbox

Next, the Embedded Target Infineon C l66 microcontroller’s configuration
settings, which persist across Matlab™ sessions, are configured. These, referred as the
target preferences, allow specifying of cross-compiler and other parameters affecting the
generation, building, and downloading of code. Starting the target preferences setup GUI
by selecting the C l66 target preferences from the Simulink Embedded target for Infineon
C l66 microcontroller require that the preferences have to be modified as required [15].
Here the settings of the cross-development environment can be edited.
The three basic blocks of the Embedded Target Infineon C l66 Microcontroller
toolbox used in this thesis are:
1. C l66 Resource configuration block
2. Serial Receive
3. Serial Transmit
4.5.1.1 Cl 66 Resource Configuration Block
This block automatically generates code from a main model using the C l66
microcontroller target. It is included in the model if any of the driver blocks supplied with
the Embedded Target for Infineon C l66 microcontrollers or the automatically generated
'scheduler driven by timer interrupts is used.
C166

R e sou rce
C o n figu ra tio n

Figure 4-6 C l66 Resource Configuration Block
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4.5.1.2 Serial Receive
The serial Receive block receives bytes over the C l66 microcontroller. Either a
fixed or variable number of bytes can be received by enabling the first input. The inputs
are enabled to request a variable number of bytes each time. It has a dialog box to define
the number of bytes read, the length of the input, the maximum length of data, and the
sample time.
4.5.1.3 Serial Transmit
The Serial Transmit block transmits bytes to the C l66 microcontroller. The
number of bytes transmitted can be determined from block output. In the dialog box the
data to be transmitted, where the signal can be either a scalar or a vector, with a data type
uint8 and the number of bytes to be transmitted can be defined.
After configuring the Cl 66 driver blocks, the method of code generation is a stepby step procedure. As the C l66 Embedded target toolbox takes into consideration the
Stateflow, Stateflow coder, and the fixed point block set the code is built in
automatically. The model can be run at the command line itself.
4.5.2 Generating and Downloading Code
To start the code generation the simulation parameters dialog box has to be
selected from the simulation parameters option in the simulation menu. In the next step,
the C l66 option was selected in the category section, with the download and run option
in the build action. Next, the MiniMon, which automatically starts, asks to reset the
phyCORE C167CS. This can be done using the reset button available on the board. The
progress of the code can be viewed in the MiniMon window.
With these blocks as the main functional blocks, the Stateflow model
implementation was tried. The main problem arose with the data processing. A method to
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sample all necessary patient data through the serial port could not be found. The
Stateflow model provides all the data of type double, but only the uint8 type of data is
accepted through the serial port. Hence, the patient data as well as the thresholds had to
be converted into a uint8 type. Therefore the size of the data was reduced and so the
simulation did not yield exact results.
4.6 Method 2 -Using RTC167-Target Toolbox andTaskingCompiler
For the design of the model using the C l67 microcontroller and the tasking
compiler, the following tools are necessary:
1.
RTC 167-Target: A block-set for a real-timecontrol using Infineon C l67
microcontrollers
2.
Tasking Compiler Suite
3.
FlashToolsl6W
The detailed description of each of these sections is given below.
4.6.1 RTC 167-Target
This is a block-set for real-time control applications on Infineon C l67
microcontrollers [17]. The RTC167-Target represents frequently used microcontroller
hardware units as Simulink blocks, therefore eliminating the need of any low-level
coding, testing, and debugging of these programs. The microcontroller is considered as a
target and a PC is considered as a host. The communication between the host and the
target is established through a serial connection RS-232. The communication is based on
the Simulink External Mode interface. The exchange of user data between the host and
the target is realized through a set of upload and download channels. This feature allows
several microcontrollers to communicate with each other. This is based on the generic
real-time target (grt) provided by Matlab™ and hence is adaptable to future extensions
and modifications. The executables are generated via the tasking compiler [17].
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The installation of the RTC 167-Target is GUI based, allowing selection of all the
relevant information such as the compiler installation folder, the make utility, and the
work directory paths. The RTC 167-Target models are stored in the work directory
specified. Of the several blocks, the two blocks that have been used in designing the
model for this project are the user communication blocks, in other words, the Send user
data and Receive user data blocks.
The Receive user data and Send user data blocks can be used to implement an
interface between the host and the target. These blocks can be used on both the host and
target models and allow the communication between a target model and a separate host
model [17].
The block parameters of the Receive user data block are the same as those of
Send user data block. They are Sample time, Channel number, Number of elements and
Data type.
Sample time: The sample time is used to specify the rate, at which the real-time
kernel of the target updates the blocks on both the host and the target. The host
and target models have different sample times, which are mentioned later in the
thesis.
Channel number: This is used to identify corresponding blocks on the host and
target. They can range from 0-9. Four Receive user data and Send user data
blocks have been used in this case.
Number of elements: This is used to define the width of the block input, in other
words, the number of elements transmitted, and the width of the block output, as
well as the number of elements received. Each channel has 10 elements in the
model designed.
Data Type: There can be different data types, for example; uint8, uintl6, double,
etc. The parameter data types along with the number of elements define the size
of communication, which is currently limited to 250 bytes.
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4.6.2 Tasking Compiler Suite
The tasking compiler toolset offers a software development environment for the
C l66 microcontroller family, supporting all variants within the C l66 architecture. The
toolset includes an ISO C++/EC++ compiler, ANSI C/MISRA C compiler, assembler
with macro-preprocessor, linker/locator, libraries, and the CrossView Pro debugger - all
integrated into the TASKING Embedded Development Environment (EDE) to provide a
composite, user-friendly interface [19]. The EDE is an environment that integrates all the
components of the C l66 toolset. It is an easy to use interface, which enables editing,
building and debugging of embedded systems. It provides a C Compiler, which is highly
optimizing and takes full advantage of the architecture and compiles to the ANSI
standard.
The tasking compiler suite has a set of environment variables used by the
Cl 66/ST 10 tool chain [19]. These variables are used to build the code. The description
for each of these variables is given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4-1 Environment Variables Description
1

A166INC

Specifies an alternative path for STDNAMES files for the assembler a 166.

2

C166INC

Specifies an alternative path for #include flies for the C compiler c l66.

3

CC166BIN

When this variable is set the control program ccl66 prepends the directory
specified by this variable to the names of the tools invoked.

4

CC1660PT

Specifies extra options and/or arguments to each invocation of ccl66. The control
program processes the arguments from this variable before the command line
arguments.

5

CP166INC

Specifies an alternative path for #include files for the C++ compiler cpl66.

6

LINK 166

Specifies extra options and/or arguments to each invocation of the link stage of 1166.

7

LMLICENSEFILE Identifies the location of the license data file. Only needed for hosts that need the
FLEXlm license manager.

8

LOCATE 166

Specifies extra options and/or arguments to each invocation of the locate stage of
1166.

9

M166INC

Specifies an alternative path for include files for the macro preprocessor m l66.

10

PATH

Specifies the search path for your executables

11

TMPDIR

Specifies an alternative directory where programs can create temporary files.

4.6.3 Flash Tools 16W
Flash Tools is a Windows-based download utility for use with PHYTEC single
board computers (SBC) [18]. It enables downloading of user code in machine-readable
format through the serial interface to the flash memory of the SBC modules. This method
enables in-system programming (ISP) of the target system.
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PHYTEC SBCs are delivered with a special firmware-side flash tools kernel
resident in on-board memory. This firmware communicates with flash tools installed on a
host-PC, allowing communication and downloads to the target SBC module. PHYTEC
SBC modules use the controller-level bootloader to download target-side flash tools
firmware to the SBC at the start of the programming cycle.
4.7 Code Generation using Tasking Compiler
This chapter is dedicated to the introduction of the models implemented on the
microcontroller.
Initially, a single disorder level was considered and implemented. First, a target
model is generated. The receive user data and the send user data blocks were dragged
from the Real-time C l67 Toolbox. The default parameters of the two blocks, channel
number, sample time, and numbers of elements received and sent respectively were
changed. The target model for the Tasking compiler is shown below in Figure 4-7.

Receive 3 elem ent(s)from
user data channel 0
Data type: single
Sam ple rate: 0.1 s

Transm it 1 elem ent(s) on
user data channel 1
Data type: single
Sam ple rate: 0.1 s

Receive user data

Send user data

Scope
D is p la y l

Figure 4-7 Stateflow Model on Target
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In order to configure the automated implementation process of
Matlab™/Simulink for the actual hardware (the C l66 microcontroller), the following
steps have to be performed.
For the build procedure, the Real-Time Workshop option of the Tools menu is
selected. The dialog box of the Matlab™ RTW is then opened. By selecting the browse
button in the Configuration category system, a target file browser is produced and the
RTC167-Target for tasking C166 V7.5 is selected. The optional system target files are
shown below in Figure 4-8.
-sisiisi

The entry for RTC 167-Target appears only in the system target file. After
selecting the system target file, the option box has the specified system target file in the
configuration window. This simulation window is shown below in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9 Simulation Parameter Window
Next, the RTW allows a particular target platform, which includes the
specifications for code generation options. The target configuration page for the RTC 167Target is as shown in Figure 4-10.

Figure 4-10 Simulation Parameter Options
A target specific code generation option can also be selected by choosing the
category C l67 code generations’ option. The simulation parameter window for the huge
memory model is shown below in Figure 4-11 Solver Settings in.
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S im u la tio n P a r a m e te r s

s ta te o x y g e n _ tin a lrn o

OK

Cancel

Help

Apply

Figure 4-11 Solver Settings in Simulation Parameter Window
To ensure the user communication between the host and the target as well as the
upload log data and the on-the-fly download of process control parameters, the external
mode option is selected. Also, the communication speed is set to 57600 bits per second
and the communication port on the host is selected as COM1.
The solver type, sample rate, and step size are also changed to fixed step, 1
second and 5 seconds, respectively, in the solver page. The parameter mode is also
changed to auto from single tasking. When the parameter mode is selected as single
tasking, the RTW builds code for a single-tasking environment. The target model has two
different tasks, one related to continuous time (the generation of pulse train) and the other
related to discrete time, which involves the checking of user data. RTW can generate
code either by considering both these tasks as a single task or as two individual tasks
(multi-tasking). The RTC 167-Target, however, does not support the multi-tasking option,
which works only in conjunction with a real-time kernel with a multi-threaded task
scheduler.
The stop time is set to a patient’s data final time step. This forces the target
program to run for one complete day, when it can be stopped through the External Mode
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Control Panel. After setting all the necessary parameters, the simulation parameters
dialog box appears as shown in Figure 4-12.

Figure 4-12 Simulation Parameter Window
When executed on the target platform, the phyCORE C l67 microcontroller board
(model shown in Figure 4-7) generates the risk level of Hypervolaemia’s second
criterion. This requires three parameters. First, the input parameters are evaluated. Each
of the input parameters is compared with a value, which is its mean value, and then is
stored locally as a temporary variable. Later, risk level of the disorder is determined
based on the input parameters. The input parameters are available for an entire day. Each
of them is updated every five seconds. The stop time is considered as equal to the final
value of the patient data. The results can be viewed in the display blocks.
To receive the input parameters as user telegrams, the host model is designed.
This model also uses the user communication blocks of Send user data and Receive user
data. All the parameters of the user data blocks are matched with those of the user
communications blocks of the target model. To ensure that the host transmits new user
data as soon as it updates the values, its sample time is set to 0. Also, the stop time is set
to infinity to ensure that the model is run continuously and can be interrupted whenever
necessary. The Receive user data block receives data from the target model, which are
saved into mat files. The host-PC model for the tasking compiler is shown in Figure 4-13.
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Figure 4-13 Simulink Model on Host PC
The next step after designing the two models is to build and run code on the target
hardware. The target model is opened and the tools option is selected in the menu bar.
Under tools, RTW, followed by the build model is selected. This initiates the build
procedure of the block diagram.
As the model is built for the first time, a library of all the real-time modules
supplied by MathWorks is generated by the toolbox. These are generated in the root
Matlab™ directory, <Matlab_Root>\rtw\c\libsrc. After the model is compiled, the real
time library is stored in the toolbox folder <C167Target_Root>\rtcl67\l where 1
represents the large memory model. The object files are stored in different folders based
on the model memory, for example: compact, medium and large.
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The target executable is then installed in the Flash ROM after successful
completion of the build process. This implementation was first tried using the flash tools
16w. The PhyCORE-167 was selected from the list of supported target hardware where
the Connect button was then clicked. It was ensured that the board was in bootstrap mode
and that the communication parameters matched the host system. The serial port was set
to COM1 and the serial communication speed was set to 57600 bits per second, as set on
the host PC. Clicking on the ok push button downloaded the Flash Tools code. The Flash
Tools window is shown in Figure 4-14 below.

Figure 4-14 Flash Tools 16W
The actual target model code was downloaded onto the target hardware once the
flash tools programming code was installed on the target hardware. Using the erase sector
button, all the sectors of the flash ROM on the PhyCORE-167 were erased. Sector 0 had
64kByte space and corresponded to a memory area of 0x000000 to OxOOFFFF. The code
built for this model was less than 64KB and hence only sector 0 could be erased. Figure
4-15 shows the Flash Tools 3 window after the sectors had been erased.
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Figure 4-15 Sector Utilities-Flash Tools 16W
In the Phytec Flash Tools 16W window, the following tags are available:
•
Flash Information
•
Protected Area Information
•
Sector Utilities
•
File Download
•
Communication Setup
By clicking on the file open push button in the file download tag, the filename
dialog box was displayed in the flash tools window. The compiled model was located in
the <Work_Dir\Hypervolaemia_cl67_rtw folder where the hex file from this directory
was downloaded. The push button open was clicked to load the file and the download
button was clicked to transmit the executable to the target hardware. The file download
window is shown below in Figure 4-16.
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Figure 4-16 File Download Utility
After the executable was completely downloaded on to the target hardware, Flash
Tools was disconnected from the target by clicking on the corresponding button of the
toolbar.
Thus, the model code was successfully downloaded onto the target hardware.
When the reset button on the PhyCORE-167 was pressed, the target model code was
launched. The real-time kernel of the RTC 167-Target could now receive commands such
as Connect and Disconnect, and Start and Stop. The external control panel in the target
model window was used to send these commands to the target. This external control
panel was accessible from the tools option in the menu bar. The external mode control
panel is shown in Figure 4-17.

Figure 4-17 External Mode Control Panel
RTW treats a real-time target as an autonomous unit. A user connects to it by
clicking the push button connect. Then, the communication between the RTW and the
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target model code is initiated. After connecting, the code is started by clicking the push
button Start real-time code. The push button Stop real-time code of the external mode
control panel is clicked to stop the real time code when the RTW is disconnected from
the target. The upload settings can be changed without having to recompile the target
code. The arm-trigger option on the external mode control panel acts as a pause button.
Changing the arm trigger option to a cancel trigger option stops the upload of all log data.
4.7.1 Model Analysis
The discussed model has three input parameters which are updated every five
seconds. These input parameter data are available for one complete day and are uploaded
onto the host model and sent to the target model through the external mode control panel.
Two types of input were given to the system. One was a constant value. The other was a
second mat-file containing the actual patient data.
The code was built successfully. However, only when the input parameters were
constant could the output be generated. The tasking compiler does not support medium
and huge memory models. In the small memory model the values are not overwritten at
every step, which resulted in wrong risk levels.
The current version of the toolbox for the tasking compiler only supports the
small memory model. This imposes a limitation on the maximum amount of heap space
(48k). The heap size of the model is 40960 bytes. The heap size is increased to 45000 by
changing the template-make file. This helped overcome the observed error to a certain
extent.
4.8 Method 3 -Using RTC167-Target Toolbox and Keil Compiler
For the design of the model using the C l67 microcontroller with the Tasking
Compiler, the following are the necessary tools:
1. Keil Compiler Suite
2. Flash Tools 3
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3.

RTC167-Target: A block-set for a real-time control using Infineon C167
microcontrollers
The detailed description of each of these sections is given below.
4.8.1 Keil Compiler Suite
Keil Software makes C compilers, macro assemblers, real-time kernels,
debuggers, simulators, integrated environments, and evaluation boards for 16x/ST10
microcontroller families. The uVision3 IDE from Keil software combines project
management, make facilities, source code editing, program debugging, and complete
simulation in one powerful environment. uVision3 helps in getting programs working
faster while providing an easy-to-use development platform. The pVision3 screen
provides a menu bar for command entry, a tool bar to rapidly select command buttons,
and windows for source files, dialog boxes, and information displays [20].
pVision3 has two operating modes:
•
Build Mode: Allows translation of all the application files and generation
of executable programs
•
Debug Mode: Provides a powerful debugger for testing applications.
In both the operating modes, the source editor of pVisionS is used to modify
source code. All the Keil tools for the 166 such as the C compiler, macro assembler,
linker, locator, and object-HEX converter are supported by the pVision3. The C l66
compiler includes several extensions to support the facilities of the Cl 66 microprocessor.
A few of these are:
•
Data types: The C l66 compiler suite data types include bit, signed char,
unsigned char, signed int, unsigned int, signed long, unsigned long, float,
double and pointer. It also supports sbit and sfr data types for SFR access.
•
Memory Types: The C l66 compiler supports the 166/ST 10 derivative
architecture. It has access to all the hardware components of the C l66
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system. Using this feature, the often-used variables are placed in the onchip memory and the less often accessed variables are placed in the far
and huge memory. The various memory types supported by Keil are near,
far, huge, and Xhuge
Memory Models: The C l66 supports 7 memory models. Except for the
tiny model, all other models operate in SEGMENTED mode. They
determine memory types used. The different memory models available are
shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2 Different Memory Models
Memory Model Variables Functions
Tiny

Near

Near (up to 64KB code size)

Small

Near

Near (upto 64KB code size)

COMPACT

Far

Near (upto 64KB code size)

MEDIUM

Near

Far (unlimited code size)

LARGE

Far

Far (unlimited code size)

• Two memory models, HCOMPACT and HLARGE, are not mentioned, as
they were not used with the C l66 CPU.
4.8.2 Flash Tools 3W
This is a download utility for windows that allows downloads of user code in
Intel hex and .h86 format from a host-PC through a RS-232 connection to a PHYTEC
SBC. This helps to recognize and communicate to the Bootstrap loader on the PhyCORE167 when the host-PC is properly connected to the PHYTEC SBC [18].
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The necessary target is selected from the target hardware list. Selecting the config
and the protocol option in the communication setup window then configures it. By
selecting the properties button of the serial communication window, the COM port and
the baud rate are selected. The Flash Tools 3 also has similar options as the Flash Tools
16W. The various options available are
• Flash Info: This displays flash specific information and enables erasure and status
check of flash sectors.
• Download: This downloads specific hex files to the target hardware.
• Protected Area Info: This shows protected areas of Flash memory.
• Connect: This allows connection and disconnection from the board.
4.8.3 RTC 167-Target
The RTC-167-Target toolbox has been designed to automate the translation of
Simulink blocks into corresponding C l67 executables. This toolbox is based on the
Math Works' generic real-time target (grt). The RTC 167-Target toolbox has the same
blocks as described in the previous section. This version of RTC 167-Target uses the Keil
compiler suite. The build process initially turns the block diagram into a series of
standard C code files. These files are then cross-compiled and linked to a single C l67
executable. Once downloaded into the flash, resetting the target can launch the generated
code. Subsequent control of the target is performed using the graphical user interface of
Simulink. The receive user data and the send user data are the only two blocks that are
used in addition to the Simulink model. The data type, sample time, channel number, and
the number of elements per channel can be mentioned in the block parameters block [17].
4.8.4 Model Analysis
The target model, which was run on the C l67 microcontroller, had two channels
to receive user data. Each channel received ten input parameters. These input data were
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sampled at different frequencies. Memory blocks were introduced into the model to
provide a delay of at least one sample time. The threshold parameters were loaded
directly onto the microcontroller from the workspace. The input parameters were loaded
into the workspace by loading a mat-file, which was unique for each patient. The sample
time of the receive blocks was maintained as the same as that of the send user data blocks
of the host model. The display blocks were added to monitor the patient data and the
simulated data at every instant. The data type is single for the input parameters. The input
to the Stateflow model is also considered the same. The setup in the simulation parameter
window has the following:
• The C167.tlc- RTC 167-Target for Keil C l66 was selected as the system target
file.
• In the category section, the C l67 code generation option was selected. In this
section the external mode option is selected. Also, the communication speed
was set to 57600 and the serial port selected as COM1. Also, the memory
model was selected as Huge. The timing signals option was deselected.
• In the solver page, the start time was considered as 0.0 and the stop time was
considered equal to that of the final patient data, representing the number of
seconds in an entire data set. The data available were for one complete day
(86400 seconds).
• A fixed step solver was considered as ode5 (Dormand-Prince). A fixed step
size of .1 sec was considered and the mode was selected to single tasking. The
RTC 167-Target does not support multitasking. Therefore only single tasking
had to be selected.
The target model is represented in Figure 4-18 below.
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Figure 4-18 Target Model for Keil Compiler
Next, the host PC model was built. The host model also has two Receive user
blocks and two Send user blocks. The Send user data blocks were used to send the input
parameters to the target model. This allows each of the input parameters to be loaded
onto the target model. The Receive user data blocks were used to receive the resulting
data obtained from the simulation of the target model. The simulated values are again
sent to the host model where they are then saved as mat-files. The following changes
were done in the simulation parameters window:
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• In the RTW option of the simulation parameters window the system target file
was selected as grt. tic-generic real time target.
• The generate code option was deselected and the target configuration option
was selected in the category model.
• In the solver page the start time was selected as 0.0 and the stop time was
selected as infinity so that the data were available uninterruptedly.
• Fixed step size was selected to a size of 1. The auto mode and ode5
(Dormand-Price) were selected.
The Simulink model for the host-PC is shown in Figure 4-19.

Figure 4-19 Host Model for the Keil Compiler
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As discussed in the second method code was generated after the building the host
and the target models; After successful completion of the build process, the target
executable is installed in the flash ROM of the target. Using the flash tools, 3W flash
programming was done on the Phytec single-board computer, PhyCORE-167.
The PhyCORE-167 was selected from the list of supported target hardware in
flash tools 3W window where the connect button is then pushed. The communication
parameters are matched with the system parameters, in other words, COM1 and 57600
bits per second. The hardware was set to bootstrap mode. All the sectors were deleted in
the sector utilities section, as the huge memory model was used and it supported an
unlimited code size model. The code was downloaded using the download option. The
model executable is found in the <WORK DIR>\fmalmodel_c 167_rtw and is in .h86
format. After the model was loaded into the target hardware, the Flash Tools was
disconnected from the target.
Pressing the reset button on the PHYCORE-167 launched the target model code.
The real-time kernel of RTC 167-Target now listens on the serial line for commands, such
as connect, disconnect, start, stop, etc., from the external control panel. The RTW
assumes a real-time target to be an autonomous unit where the user is connected to it to
interact with it. Clicking the connect button, the communication is initiated between
RTW and the target model code. The real-time code on the target was stopped and the
RTW disconnected from the target as soon as stop real-time code push button was
selected.
The simulation values were sent from the target model to the host model. These
values are then stored in mat-files. Four mat-files have been generated for each patient.
The four mat-files represent the four disorders considered, Hypovolaemia,
Hypervolaemia, Cardiac Failure, and Oxygen Content Related Problems. These mat-files
were saved in a separate directory. The mat-file generated has time in the first column
and the resulting columns have different levels of the disorder in different columns. An
m-file was generated which compares the physician’s analysis with the simulation results.
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5 Results and Discussion
5.1 Introduction
The goal of this thesis was to improve the patient care in the ICU by developing
and testing software for an embedded system based on a given Stateflow model
generated. Using HIL, the model was designed, implemented, and the software tested
using the given hardware and the patient data. The project involved three different stages
1. Extracting and analyzing the patient data
2. Verification of the Stateflow model
3. Implementation on a Microcontroller board
Each of these stages was successfully implemented and the results are discussed
in detail in the following section.
5.2 Extracting and Analyzing Patient Data
Matlab™ was used for analyzing and accessing the patient’s data. The process
involved acquiring data from external databases through preprocessing, visualization, and
numerical analysis to produce output in the required form. Matlab™ provided interactive
tools and command-line functions for the data analysis operations that included
interpolating and decimating, extracting sections etc. It provided graphical features to
visualize the available data.
The various measurements involved in monitoring a patient in the ICU for the four
disorders discussed are first extracted from the various annotations and record files
available for each patient. The normal levels, indicating a healthy patient, are given in
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Table 5-1 Mean Values of Input Parameters
Sno

Param eter

Abbreviations

Units

1
2

Central Venous Pressure
Cardiac Index

CVP

Cl

mmHg
l/m in/m 2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Pheripheral Temperature
Arterial pH
Base E xcess
lactataem ia
Pulm onary Capillary W edge Pressure
Mean Arterial Pressure
Continuous Volum e Replacem ent
Urine Output
S ystem ic V a scula r R esistance Index
O xygen Extraction
Oxygen Delivery
O xygen Consum ption
O xygen Saturation
Respiratory Frequency
A rterial P C 02
Arterial O xygen tension / Fraction of Inspired Oxygen
Need of ionotropic drugs
dopamine or norepinephrine

Tp

♦c

pH
BE
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The data extracted for each patient for an entire day were plotted individually.
These plots helped access the data and understand the data pattern and to compare the
data with the threshold value of the data. The values for all input parameters needed to
diagnose the disorder type and risk levels are plotted in Figure 5-1 for one of the 59
patients for an entire day. The plots of a particular patient, KUO009A, are shown in
Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1 Input Parameters for Patient KUO009A
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In the plot the values in straight lines indicate their respective threshold values.
These data were plotted in the range of their patient related maximum and minimum
values with in which each of them can vary. The m-files generated extract the patient data
available in the form of annotation files and record files. After the data of all thepatients
were extracted and saved as mat-files the plots were generated for each patient. The mfiles used to extract the data, generate the mat-files and plot the data are given in
Appendix A.
5.3 Stateflow Model Analysis
Stateflow was used to model and simulate the four disorders. Stateflow provided
an interactive design tool to model and simulate in the form of an event-driven system
and helped to describe the complex logic in a natural, readable, and understandable form.
It is tightly integrated with Matlab™ and Simulink and hence provided an efficient
environment for designing embedded systems that contain control, supervisory, or mode
logic.
The data needed to simulate each patient were the patient data, and the threshold
values of the measurements. The simulated data are then compared with the diagnosed
data determined by the physician. The following were the constraints in the solver page
for the simulation model for all the patients.
•
•
•
•
•

Start time - 0.0
Stop time -time value at the last patient data recorded
Step size-1.0
Mode —Auto
Solver type - Fixed step ode5 (Dormand-Prince)

The fixed step size was selected to be 1 and so each type of data is sampled every
1 second. The ode5 solver was a fixed step continuous solver. The simulation model is a
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stiff model as it has different sample times and so in order to consider each of the values
of the input parameters small step size is considered.
5.3.1 Stateflow Coverage Criteria
The Stateflow criteria are defined with respect to the graphical syntax of Stateflow. It
deals with states, transitions segments and junctions, which in turn include events,
conditions and transitions. The criteria followed by Stateflow were as follows:
• State coverage: The targets in this criterion were states; a state was covered only
of it had been entered at least once
• Condition action coverage: The targets in this section are transition targets; a
segment was deemed to be covered if its condition action had been executed at
least once, or, if the segment had no condition action, if its condition had
evaluated to ‘true’ at least once.
• Transition action coverage: The targets in this criterion were transition segments
that had transition actions; such a segment was deemed to be covered if its
transition action had been executed at least once.
The Model Coverage Tool feature of Simulink helped to determine the extent to
which a test tests the model. Model coverage determined the percentage of pathways that
a test case exercised. The Model Coverage Tool therefore validates the results of the
model. A short summary of the model coverage tool report is given in Appendix B. The
total number of blocks used in the in the Simulink Model are as follows:
•
•

Simulink block type count
■ From workspace-13, Mux-17, ToFile-4, Stateflowl
Stateflow block type count
■ Target-1, Machine-1, Chart-1
■ Child Systems-26
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■ States-52
■ Transition-310,
■ Sub-states-206,
■ Data-116,
■ Junctions-76
5.3.2 Risk Levels
The simulation gave the risk levels of each of the disorders, which were then
stored in a mat-file particular to each patient. The four disorders were stored in four
different mat-files for each patient. The path for the files to be stored was given in the
Simulink model itself. An m-file was generated to plot the risk-levels. The m-files needed
to generate the plots are given in Appendix A. These mat-files, which give the risk level
for all the patients, were plotted. The plots for each of the disorder for once particular
patient are shown below in Figure 5-4, Figure 5-5, Figure 5-6. As an example patient
KUO009A is considered here.
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Figure 5-2 Risk Levels for Hypovolaemia, Patient #9
Figure 5-2 indicates the risk levels of patient #9 for Flypervolaemia. In this plot
the physician’s diagnosis and the simulated risk levels are compared for the different
subgroups. The values in green and red indicate the simulated risk levels and the black
line indicates the physician’s diagnosis. Based on Table 3-1, the maximum and the
minimum values of the simulated risk levels are determined. The physician did not
recognize any risk level for patient #9 for Flypervolaemia type2 and type3 and hence no
indication of the physician’s risk levels is observed in the second and third plots of Figure
5-2. For Hypervolaemia typel the physician indicated a change in the risk level. The risk
levels generated by the physician are different from the simulated risk levels.
•
Physician’s risk levels: The physician’s risk levels had the values of 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, where 1 indicated no, 2 indicated yes, 3 indicated could not be
assessed and 4 indicated either.
•
Simulated risk levels: The simulated risk levels depended upon the
maximum number of patient data needed to define that particular disorder.
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For example, Hypervolaemia typel has four variables as seen from Figure
5-3, and hence when the simulated risk level is four it is considered as the
alert risk level and is equal to a risk level of 2 of the physician.

Figure 5-3 Hypervolaemia Typel Stateflow Model
The rest of the plots shown in Figure 5-4, Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6 also indicate
the risk levels in a similar fashion for the other disorders for the same patient #9. The
physician did not indicate risk level in most instances and hence only the simulated risk
levels are seen in these plots.
Figure 5-4 plots Hypovolaemia primary and secondary criteria of subgroup 1 in
the upper plot and subgroup 2 in the lower plot. The plots were generated for one
complete day. The primary criterion was plotted in green and the secondary criterion was
plotted in magenta for the first subgroup. The physician’s risk levels were also plotted in
the same figures.
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Type 1 primary & secondary

Hypovolaemia risk levels for KU00009A.mat

Type 2 primary

Time [h]

mmmm
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Figure 5-4 Risk Levels for Hypovolaemia, Patient #9
The plot shown in Figure 5-5 indicates the risk levels for the same patient for
Cardiac Failure. The maximum risk levels that the obtained from the simulation are given
in Table 3-1.
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Figure 5-5 Risk Levels for Cardiac Failure, Patient #9
Figure 5-6 plots the risk levels generated for patient KUO009A for Oxygen
Content Related problems. The simulated risk levels were plotted in green and red and
the physician’s risk levels shown in black.
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Figure 5-6 Risk Level of Oxygen Related Disorder for Patient #KUO009A
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It is shown in Figure 5-6 that the physician recognized a risk level for oxygen
related disorder type3. In all the other subgroups of oxygen related disorders there were
no data from the physician.
The plots were generated for an entire day. The time scale was taken in hours and
the level of the disorder ranged from no value to an alert value, which represented the
maximum value it can attain. The physician’s diagnosis was plotted in the same plot to
compare the physician’s and the simulated risk levels.
To determine how many patients had each level of the disorder, m-files were
generated to group and plot patients with a particular disorder. The plots were generated
for each disorder with the different levels. A comparison of the number of patients that
the physician determined to have a particular disorder and the simulated results helped to
prove the efficiency of the simulated results.
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Figure 5-7 Physician’s Indication of Risk Levels for Hypovolaemia
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Figure 5-8 Physician’s Indication of Risk Levels for Hypervolaemia

Figure 5-9 Physician’s Indication of Risk Levels for Cardiac Failure
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Figure 5-10 Number of Patients having Oxygen Related Problems
The generated plots of Figure 5-7, Figure 5-8, Figure 5-9, Figure 5-10 helped to
identify the patients with the maximum risk level for a particular disease by the
physician’s analysis. For example, Figure 5-10 indicates that no patients had oxygen
related disorder typel, four patients had oxygen related disorder type2, fifteen patients
had oxygen related disorder type3, twenty four patients had oxygen related disorder type4
and 6 patients had oxygen related disorder type5. It is also seen that only one patient has
a risk level of 4.
5.3.3 Stateflow Model Results
As a next step plots were generated which indicated the exact instances where the
physician indicated a risk level. In the same plot the simulated risk levels over a period of
45 minutes before and 45 minutes after the physician indicated a risk level were
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generated. The risk levels for Hypervolaemia of patient KUO009A where the physician
diagnosed risk levels at several instances are shown in Figure 5-11.

Figure 5-11 Comparison of Physician’s and Simulated Risk Levels for
Hypervolaemia
From the plot generated, the physician’s and the simulated risk levels were
compared in terms of the variation of the risk level with respect to time. It was observed
that in most instances the simulated risk levels changed either earlier or exactly when the
physician indicated a change in his diagnosis. Considering all the instances for a
particular patient, the time instances and the values of the simulation at every one-minute
interval for one hour and after the physician indicated a risk level, were monitored and
stored as mat files.
Later a matrix was created which contained the instances for all the patients
having a particular disorder and the percentages of occurrences of the simulated risk
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levels depending on the level indicated by the physician. For each of the disorder two
different matrices were created, one when the physician indicated a level of 1 and another
when he indicated a value 2. Plots generated from those matrices indicated the percentage
times of occurrences of the different simulated risk levels at those two instants. The plots
were generated in the following manner:
• The different simulated risk levels when the physician indicated a risk level of 1
were saved at all the instances and in steps of one minute for sixty minutes before
and after the physician indicated a risk level.
• The first column indicated the time in minutes ranging from -60 to 60 in steps of 1
with 0 indicating the exact instant.
• All the patients with the particular disorder were considered in the matrix and the
number of instances when the simulated risk levels werel, 2, 3, etc., depending on
the maximum simulated risk level attainable, were counted.
• Finally the percentage of occurrences of the various occurrences was generated.
The plots below indicate the matrices for Hypervolaemia type 1.

Figure 5-12 Occurrences of Simulated Risk Levels for Hypervolaemia Typel for
Physician Indication of Risk Level 1
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There were 17 patients where the physician detected a risk level, as seen from
Figure 5-8. Out of these in 7 patients, the physician indicated a risk level of 1 at one or
more instances. In all those instances, it was observed that the percentage of occurrence
of 1 as the simulated risk level was a maximum of 10 minutes earlier or later than the
physician indicated a risk level, considering all the patients with that disorder.

Figure 5-13 Occurrences of Simulated Risk Levels for Hypervolaemia Typelfor
Physician Indication of Risk Level 2
Out of the 17 patients, in 10 patients the physician indicated a risk level of 2 at
one or more instances. Considering all those instances Figure 5-13 was generated. It was
observed that the percentage of highest simulated risk level was constant minutes before
and after the physician indicated a risk level. Similar plots were generated for all the
disorders and the different criteria.
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5.3.4 Stateflow Model Analysis
An analysis of all the disorders based on the plots determining the percentage of
occurrence of simulated risk levels, such as that in Figure 5-13, helped in deriving the
results shown in Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2 Disorder Analysis Table
Disoder

# of

1

Hypovolaemia Iv p e i

Patients
2

2

Hypovolaemia Type?

3

3

Hypervstaerna Typel

17

Sno

4

Hypetvtlatmis Ty?s2

Risk level

V a l= l

Time minutes

Vak=2

Time

1
2
3
1
2

54%
22%
24%
100%
0

25 min before

25%
24%
51%
0
3 3 30 %

4 min before

3

0
4545%

8 8 80 %

22 mm before

1
2

27 20 %

3
4

0%
27 27 %

1

100%

2

0

1

67 %

t

3

6

7

Cardiac Failure Ty?s2

Cardiac F ailure TypsT

4

18

10

0 2 Related Type?

0 2 Related ty p e f

4

24

6

14 .28 %
14.28%
5 7 .1 4 %

0

no info
8 mm after

0 .0 0 %
19 30 %

17.77%

4

13 J

1

46 77%

3

3 8 36 %

1

4 6 34 %

2

23 66 %

3

3000%

1

26 34%

2

4338%

0%

3

5 .3 4 %

6 .8 7 %

4

1264%

7 .2 8 %

5

5 .34%

0%

6

6 .87%

2 2 .3 6 %

0%

m

0%

24.62%

82%
7 min before
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16 67%
33 30%

14 8 7 %

50 %
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12 .24 %
28.38%
5 9.38%
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3887 %

0%
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19 2 6 %
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1 1 06%
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0%
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0%
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3

8

0 2 Related TypeS
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2

7

11

8 min before

0%
0%

”T

8

21 min before

4 min before

0%
0%
0%
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87%

7 min before

The above table was generated considering the abrupt increase or decrease in
percentages for each disorder, for example for hypervolaemia type 1 when the physician
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indicated risk levels as shown in Figure 5-12. In a similar manner based on the plots
generated for each disorder and Table 5-2, it is observed that when the simulated risk
levels were attained, in 6 of the 9 cases this occured earlier than the physician. Also,
indication comparing the percentage of occurrences of the different risk levels shows that
the Stateflow model gives accurate results in most instances.
The analyses of the different implementation methods are now discussed.
5.4 Analysis of the Different Implementation Methods
Implementation on the Infineon C l66 Microcontroller board was done using three
different methods.
1. Embedded Target for Infineon C166® Microcontrollers
2. Using Cl 67-Target Toolbox with Tasking Compiler
3. Using C167-Target Toolbox with Keil Compiler
5.4.1 Embedded Target for Infineon C166® Microcontrollers
The embedded target for Infineon C l66® microcontrollers provided by
MathWorks helps perform automatic code generation and execution on real-time targets.
It uses the tasking compiler (version 7.5V) and the MiniMon download utility to
download code over a serial port. These tools are automatically launched at the end of the
build process.
The Stateflow model couldn’t be successfully implemented on the microcontroller
board. The key features and the drawbacks of this toolbox were:
• Allows automatic generation and execution of code in real time on the Infineon
C l66® and STMicroelectronics ST10 family of microcontrollers,including
XC16x and Super 10 variants.
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• The embedded target for Infineon C l66 microcontrollers can be used for on-target
rapid prototyping, production deployment of embedded applications, or validation
and performance analysis.
• Allows management of target preferences within Simulink.
• Creates detailed HTML code reports that provide RAM, ROM, and task execution
data.
The main drawbacks for using this toolbox provided by Matlab™ were:
• The Embedded Target for C166 microcontrollers 1.0 (R13SP1) only supports
version 7.5 of the Tasking CrossView Compiler, when there are newer versions of
the tasking compiler available
• There must only be a single C166 Resource Configuration block in the top level
model only. All driver blocks from the Embedded Target for Infineon C l66
microcontrollers must be placed in the top level model. It was not possible to
include driver blocks in any of the referenced sub-models.
• It doesn’t support the multi-tasking feature for code generation. Therefore the
values are not overwritten at each simulation step and so a huge amount of data
couldn’t be handled.
• Furthermore, downloadable evaluation versions of the Tasking Compiler were
also unsupported, since they are versions of the product with a reduced feature
set.
5.4.2 Using C167-Target Toolbox with Tasking Compiler
RTC 167-Target is a Matlab™ / Simulink block-set for real-time control on
Infineon C l67 microcontrollers. This software distributed as free software under the
terms of the GNU public license agreement worked in conjunction with Matlab™ 6.5
(R13) and uses the tasking compiler 7.5. The target and the host PC are connected
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through the RS232 serial port connection, which allows on-the-fly downloading of
control parameters.
The RTC167-Target automates the translation of Simulink block diagrams into
corresponding C l67 executables. The build process initially turned the block diagram
into a series of standard C code (ANSI). This code is then cross-compiled and linked to a
single C l67 executable (Intel H86 format). Once downloaded into the FLASH-ROM,
resetting the target launched the generated code. Subsequent control of the target was
then performed using the graphical user interface of Simulink. The fully automatic build
process was customized through the Real-Time Workshop options panel. A number of
memory models are provided and a required memory model. The baud rate is selected to
be 57600 bits per second and the host post is selected to COM1. The RTC 167- Target
toolbox for the tasking compiler did not yield the wanted results because:
• The total downloadable code size is 75.464 Kbytes. The RTC167-Target builds
code in terms of three memory models: Compact, Medium and Huge. The
Compact model only supports models which have code size below 64 Kbytes.
Only the sector 0 of the flash ROM is erased and the code is loaded into it. The
medium and the huge models support code sizes greater than 64 Kbytes. The
RTC167-Target toolbox supports only the compact memory model.
• It uses the 7.5 version of the tasking compiler. This version of tasking doesn’t
support the medium and huge memory models. The latest version, i.e., version 8
of the tasking compiler, supports those models but is not supported by the
RTC 167-Target toolbox.
• In the compact memory model the input values are not overridden. Therefore, as
the memory on the C l66 microcontroller board is limited, it can hold very few
data thereby creating a major hindrance. The huge patient data, set which is nearly
64 Kbytes, cannot be processed on the microcontroller.
• Each channel can process data in the range of 0-250 KB. Therefore, to
accommodate the huge amount of data if the number of channels is to be
increased, then the macros defining the maximum number of user channels in the
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system target file cl67.tlc and the template make file cl67.tmf must be changed.
However, they are written in away that they cannot be modified, and hence the
number of channels cannot be increased.
• The library files needed for the medium and the huge memory models are not
provided by the C167-taget toolbox for the tasking compiler.
• The linker options for the tasking compiler have been written in a manner that is
difficult to format.
• The serial communication between host and target is lost often. Additional effort
must be spent on re-sending of lost user data telegrams and the re-synchronization
of host and target following a communication error.
5.4.3 Using Cl 67-Target Toolbox with Keil Compiler
RTC 167-Target is a Matlab™ / Simulink block-set for real-time control on
Infineon C l67 microcontrollers. This software distributed as free software under the
terms of the GNU public license agreement worked in conjunction with Matlab™ 6.5
(R13) and uses the Keil compiler, uVision2 IDE 3.V3.04a. The target and the host PC are
connected through the RS232 serial port connection, which allows on-the-fly
downloading of control parameters.
The RTC 167-Target automates the translation of Simulink block diagrams into
corresponding C l67 executables. The build process initially turned the block diagram
into a series of standard American National Standards Institute (ANSI) C code files with
the help of the C l66 Optimizing C Compiler. The L I66 Linker/Locater then crosscompiles and links these files to a single C l67 executable (Intel H86 format). The Flash
tools Beta version was used to download the code in .hex format into the FLASH-ROM
when the board is in the bootstrap mode. Resetting the target launched the generated
code. Subsequent control of the target was then performed using the graphical user
interface of Simulink. The fully automatic build process was customized through the
Real-Time Workshop options panel. A number of memory models are provided and a
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required memory model. The baud rate is selected to be 57600 bits per second and the
host port is selected to COM1. The code was successfully built and downloaded onto the
target. The list of files generated during the build process is given in Appendix C Using
the external mode interface provided by the RTW, the host and the target communicate
and after the simulation runs on the target the resulting simulated patient disorder level
was sent to the host. The data were then saved again as mat-files and compared with the
physician’s analysis.
The main reasons that the RTC 167-Target using the Keil compiler yielded the desired
results were:
• The RTC167-Target uses the latest version of Keil Software and can be easily
modified to work newer versions.
• The total downloadable code size is 75.464 Kbytes. The RTC167-Target builds
code in terms of five memory models Xsmall, Small, Medium, Huge and Xhuge.
All the models are supported by the RTC167-Target toolbox. This allows
maximum usage of the available Flash ROM on the Cl 66 Microcontroller board.
• The input data are sent to the microcontroller as a stack, i.e., it operates in the
first-in-first-out operation mode, and thereby the input values are overridden at
each simulation step. Therefore at any instant the numbers of data temporarily
stored on the microprocessor are within the size allocated. Hence the total sizes of
the huge patient data sets don’t become a constraining factor.
• Each channel can process data in the range of 0-250 KB. Therefore to
accommodate the huge amount of data, the number of channels needs to be
increased. The macros defining the maximum number of user channels can be
modified very easily; therefore, the number of channels can be increased to any
number. Also the heap size, i.e., the amount of space to store the constants on a
microcontroller, can also be easily modified. The heap size was changed from
3000bytes to 4500bytes.
• The library files needed for all the types of memory models are provided by the
C167-taget toolbox for the Keil compiler.
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• The serial communication between host and target is stable, as result of the
additional effort made to evaluate this potential source of communication error.
5.5 Speed Comparison
With the help of the code coverage report provided in Simulink a HTML report was
generated on each of the computers on which the simulation model was run. An analysis
of how fast the patient status can be determined on the various units helped to evaluate
the necessity of the software implementation on the C l66 Microcontroller board. Table
5-3 summarizes the speed comparison performed by executing the Stateflow model on
various PC’s and the microcontroller board. The system properties, the start and stop
times and the total time of execution for each of the different systems were compared and
are shown in Table 5-3.
5.5.1 Microcontroller Implementation Results
Table 5-3 Speed Comparison Table
Compute* name
Mt Rainer

laptop

Mcrocontr oils’
Board

Properties

Intel® Pentium® 4,CPU
2.4GHz
AT/AT
Comp atible,256MB
RAM
Intel® Pentium® M,
Processor
1500 M b; AT/AT
Comp atible
512 MB RAM

Start time

Stop time

Total time

Nov 1.06.05
12 Nov 2004 12
07:36:34
2004
17:50:30

Nov 00.44.35
10 Nov 2004 10
2004
16:51:55
17:36:30

Nov 00.09.14
External Flash Size 11 Nov 2004 11
256KB
13:43:44
2004
13:52:58
Flash Type: Fujitsu
29F200T
Download
azec
75.464kBytes
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From Table 5-3 it is observed that the microcontroller takes the minimum time. It
is also seen that computer Mt. Rainer and the laptop consume more time. This is mainly
because they have other tasks running on them. Also Mt. Rainer has 256 MB RAM, and
hence is takes more time compared to the laptop, which has 512 MB RAM. From the
above table the rapid prototyping capabilities enhanced by a microcontroller board are
demonstrated. As the microcontroller provides a single tasking environment, it reduces
the time required to run the simulation.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis presents two major contributions
• A model of the disease pattern for respiratory disorders was derived based on
state machines and then simulated with Matlab™
• The Stateflow model was implemented on a C l66 Microcontroller board.
6.1.1 Stateflow Model
The main purpose of this work was to improve the real-time assessment and
management of the patients in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) in regard to their respiratory
performances. A major task was to coordinate and detect disease patterns for these data in
a timely manner. For verification of our design, the IMPROVE data library, which is a
collection of patient data in the ICU for 59 patients for one complete day, was
considered. Four categories of disorders namely, Hypovolaemia, Hypervolaemia, Cardiac
failure and Oxygen content related problems had been defined based on the physiological
data. With the help of various programs the values required for the model were saved in
two different directories, one having the values of the physician’s diagnosis and the other
having the input parameters. Each directory had mat files of all the patients saved by the
respective patient name. These data were then plotted to attain a clear understanding of
the data. The validation of simulated data was done by comparing it with the physician’s
diagnosis. The values stored were plotted to compare the physician’s analysis with the
simulated data. A comparison study of the physician’s analysis and the simulated model
for each of the disorders was performed. This comparison study showed that the
simulation model attained the results earlier, and with a higher accuracy.
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It was observed that the model was successful in analyzing the disorder of the
patient on par with the physician in most cases and many times was ahead of the
physician in determining the disorder level.
6.1.2 Implementation on the Microcontroller Board
I had been able to prove the envisioned concept of a wireless remote
programmable system, which allows the comparison of the physiological data with
normal values in real-time. The Stateflow model had been implemented on a Matlab™
supported Infineon SAB 167, a 16-bit micro controller. The model had been successfully
implemented on a C l66 Microcontroller board with the help of the RTC-167 Target
toolbox and the Phytec Flash Tools 3 Beta. It had proved that the microcontroller enables
faster simulation. The computer Mt Rainer with an AMD Athlon™ Processor, AT/AT
compatible and with 786 MB RAM, took lhour and six minutes and a laptop with a
configuration of Intel® Pentium® M, Processor 1500 Mhz, AT/AT Compatible, 512 MB
RAM took approximately 45 minutes to complete the simulation. The Infineon C l66
Microcontroller Board with an External Flash Size of 256 KB and Fujitsu 29F200T took
only 9 minutes and 14 seconds. This improves the efficiency of the model to a greater
extent.
6.2 Future Work
As the model is currently limited in taking the patient data as stored files it would
be ideal if further work can be done to integrate the necessary embedded systems to take
the measurements and provide a real time assessment of the patient. This will involve
monitoring the patient and sending the data through a wireless network to monitor the
patient at another location.
Further improvement of the serial communication between host and target is
needed. Effort may be spent on re-sending of lost user data telegrams and the re-
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synchronization of host and target following a communication error. The present version
of the Cl 67-target toolbox uses the single-tasking system. It must be replaced with a
priority based multi-tasking system. Also the host-to-host communication using a
backbone network (e. g., Ethernet, etc.) can be done.
A better approach would be to program the desired functionality in an FPGA. If
the model is implemented on an FPGA, it would effectively increase the speed of
operation. It also might reduce the small communication error value or completely
eliminate it. FPGA’s have a memory bandwidth that far exceeds that of a microprocessor
or DSP processor running at clock rates two to ten times faster. Also FPGA’s possess the
ability to implement highly parallel custom signal processing architectures. An example
of such an FPGA is APS-V240 VIRTEX PC 104 FPGA.
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Appendix A
1. MATLAB™ Codes for extracting patient data
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 0/o 0/o % 0/o 0/o % 0/o 0/o 0/o % 0/o 0/o 0/o 0/o 0/ o % %

% Project on " Comparison and Verification of the Performance of a Stateflow Model on C l66
Microcontroller Board”
h

%

% BY
% Jyothsna Gandham
% SUBMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
% UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA - FAIRBANKS
% AS A PARTIAL FULFILMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
% DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
% Fall 2004
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 0/o 0/o 0/o 0/ o % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 0/ o % % 0/o % 0/ o % % 0/o % 0/ o % % 0/o

% How to access all patient files.
% clear all;
close all;
clc;
cd E:\Matlab\Improve\OK2use;
h= load_system('02State');
sys^ get_param(h, 'Name');
values;
pathDL= 'E:\IMPROVE\DiagByPhV;
for n=0:6
for m= 1:9
for x-A':'H'
% Define

patient name
fname= [pathDL, 'KUOOO', num2str(n),num2str(m),char(x),'.maf ]
titleTXT= ['KUOOO', num2str(n),num2str(m),char(x)];
% Skip if no data availabel
if ((n =0& m = 0) | -exist(fname))
continue;
end;
clear HpovTl HpovT2 1CT1 1CT2 1CT3 rCTl rCT2 rCT3;
clear HperTl HperT2 02T1 02T2 02T3 02T4 02T5;

end
end
end

load (fname);
plotDiagnose (HpovTf HpovT2,1CT1,1CT2,1CT3, rCTl, rCT2, rCT3,...
HperTl, HperT2, 02T1, 02T2, 02T3, 02T4, 02T 5,...
titleTXT);

% Determine patients with a diagnosed disease
clear all;
drive- 'E:Y;

load ([drive, 'IMPROVEXDDataMatrix.mat']);

for i= 1:58
i

HperTl(i)- max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.HperTl(:,2));
HperT2(i)= max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.HperT2(:,2));
rCT 1(i)= max(DDataMatrix( i).DData.rCT 1(: ,2));
rCT2(i)- max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.rCT2(:,2));
rCT3(i)= max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.rCT3(:,2));
1CT1(i)= max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.lCT 1(:,2));
lCT2(i)- max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.lCT2(:,2));
lCT3(i)- max(DDataMatrix(i).DData,lCT3(:,2));
HpovTl(i)- max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.HpovTl(:,2));
HpovT2(i)- max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.HpovT2(:,2));
02T 1(i)= max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.02T 1(:,2));
02T2(i)= max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.02T2(:,2));
02T3(i)= max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.02T3(:,2));
02T4(i)= max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.02T4(:,2));
02T5(i)= max(DDataMatrix(i).DData.02T5(:,2));
end;
Hper- [HperTl; HperT2];
Hpov- [HpovTl; HpovT2];
rC= [rCTl; rCT2; rCT3];
1C= [1CT1; 1CT2; 1CT3];
0 2 - [02T1; 02T2; 02T3; 02T4; 02T5];
diseaseYesNo- [Hper; Hpov; rC; 1C; 02];
pat- {DDataMatrix.pat};
pat- pat'
dis- {'HperTl'; 'HperT2'; 'HpovTl'; 'HpovT2';...
'rCTl'; 'rCT2f; 'rCT3'; '1CT1’; '1CT2'; ’1CT3';...
'02T1'; '02T2'; '02T3'; '02T4'; '02T5'};
save ([drive, 'IMPROVE\diseaseYesNo.mat'], 'pat', 'dis', ’diseaseYesNo');
%Plotting of information of all the patients
m - 1;
for m= 1:1:1;
%To load the Annotation file (AN1) from KUOOOOIA.ANI to KU00060A.AN1
path- 'E:\IMPROVE\AnV;
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if in <= 9
n- 0;
fname= [’KUOOO', nirni2str(n),num2str(m),W/.ANr]
else
fname= [,KUOOO',num2str(m),,A',,.AN 1f]
end;
[path, A1,T 1,Stime 1,A2,T2,Stime2,file,AA,A A2]= loadbinf(path, fname, 0);
%Read the corresponding record file
tl—0;
t2= 10000;
fname= [path(l :3),’RECY,file,’.REC]
[EDFscale,DECG,ECG,S AP,P AP,CVP,C02,02,A WF,A WP] = readEDF scale(fname);
clear EDFscale DECG ECG;
z= AA2(:,1);
z= day2sec(z);
A2(:,l)= z;
clear z;
%Extract the diagnoses....
[HpovTl, HpovT2,1CT1,1CT2,1CT3, rCTl, rCT2, rCT3,...
HperTl, HperT2, 02T1, 02T2, 02T3, 02T4, 02T5]= getDiagnose(A2);
t50= 0:0.02:t2;
%Display the results
plotDiagnose(HpovT 1, HpovT2,1CT1,1CT2,1CT3, rCTl, rCT2, rCT3,...
HperTl, HperT2, 02T1, 02T2, 02T3, 02T4, 02T5);
%clear all;
end;
% This script plots for all patients the calcualted rise levels
clear all;
close all;
clc;
cd E:\Matlab\Improve\OK2use;
pathDL= T:\IMPROVEV;
for n=l;
for 1;
for x-A'.'H*
fname= ['KUO00’, num2str(n),num2str(m),char(x),'.maf]
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% Skip if no data availabel
if ( (n=0&m==0) | (~exist( [pathDL, 'Risklevl\HypoY, fhame])))
continue;
end;
% Load patient data into workspace
load([pathDL, 'RisklevbHypoY, fname]);
load([pathDL, 'Risklevl\HyperY, fname]);
load([pathDL, 'Risklevl\02relY, fname]);
load([pathDL, 'Risklevl\CardiacY, fname]);
plotRiskLevel(Cardiac, Hyper, Hypo,02rel, fhame);
end
end
end
% This script plots for all patients the calcualted risk levels
clear all;
close all;
clc;
cd F:\OK2use;
pathDL= T:\IMPROVEY;
load ([pathDL, 'DDataMatrix.mat']);
pat= {DDataMatrix.pat};
pat= pat';
for n=0:6
for m= 0:9
for x='A':'Hr
fhame= ['KUOOO', num2str(n),num2str(m),char(x),'.mat']
% Skip if no data availabel
if ( (n=0&m==0) | (~exist( [pathDL, 'Risklevl\HypoY, fname])) )
continue;
end;
% Derive physicians diagnose

i= 0;
for j= 1:5 8
p= char(pat(j));
f= fhame(l:(length(fname)-4));
if p = f
i= j;

break;
end;
if i>0

end
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PHperT 1= DDataMatrix( i).DData.HperT 1;
PHperT2=DDataMatrix(i).DData.HperT2;
PrCTl= DDataMatrix(i).DData.rCTl;
PrCT2= DDataMatrix(i).DData.rCT2;
PrCT3= DDataMatrix(i).DData.rCT3;
P1CT1= DDataMatrix(i).DData.lCTl;
P1CT2= DDataMatrix(i).DData.lCT2;
P1CT3= DDataMatrix(i).DData.lCT3;
PHpovT 1= DDataMatrix( i).DData.HpovT 1;
PHpovT2= DDataMatrix(i).DData.HpovT2;
P02T1= DDataMatrix(i).DData.02Tl;
P02T2= DDataMatrix(i).DData.02T2;
P02T3= DDataMatrix(i).DData.02T3;
P02T4= DDataMatrix( i).DData.02T4;
P02T5= DDataMatrix(i).DData.02T5;
PHperTl(:,l)= PHperTl(:,l)./3600;
PHperT2(:,l)= PHperT2(:,l)./3600;
PrCT 1(:, 1)= PrCT 1(:, 1)./3600;
PrCT2(:,l)= PrCT2(:,l)./3600;
PrCT3(:,l)= PrCT3(:,l)./3600;
P1CT1(:,1)= PlCTl(:,l)./3600;
P1CT2(:,1)= PlCT2(:,l)./3600;
P1CT3(:,1)= PlCT3(:,l)./3600;
PHpovTl(:,l)=PHpovTl(:,l)./3600;
PHpovT2(:,l)=PHpovT2(:,l)./3600;
P02T1(:, 1)= P02T1(:, 1)./3600;
P02T2(:,1)= P02T2(:,1)./3600;
P02T3(:,1)= P02T3(:,1)./3600;
P02T4(:,1)= P02T4(:,1)./3600;
P02T5(:,1)= P02T5(:,1)-/3600;
end;
%%Plotting of information of all the patients
clear all;
form= 1:1:3;
%To load the Annotation file (AN1) from KUOOOOl A.AN1 to KU00060A.AN1
path= 'G:VAn\';
if m <= 9
n= 0;
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fname= ['KUOOO', num2str(n),num2str(m),'A','.ANr];
flle_save= ['G:\diagnose_sim\KUOOO', num2str(n),num2str(m),'A'];
else
fname= ['KUOOO',num2str(m),’A','.ANr];
file_save= ['ParamKUOOO', num2str(m),'A’];
end;
[path, A 1,T 1,Stime 1,A2,T2,Stime2,file,AA,AA2]= loadbinf(path, fname, 0);
clear AA,AA2;
% Extract the parameters:
[mmHg]
% CVP Mean
% Cardiac Index [l/min/m2]
% Temperatures [°C]
[0-14]
% Arterial pH
% Base Excess [mmol/1]
% Lactat
[mmHg]
% PCWP
% MAP- (l/3)*(SAPs-SAPd)+SAPd [mmHg]
% systemic arterial pressure- systolic - mean - diastolic
% CVR
% Urine Output [ml]
[dyne*s/cm5*m2]
% Systemic Resistance Index
% Oxygen Extraction
[%]
[ml/min]
% Oxygen Delivery
% Oxygen Consumption Measured [ml/min]
[%]
% Arterial Oxygen Saturation
[breaths/min]
% Respiratory Rate Measured
[kPa]
% aB-C02
[mmHg]
% Pa02/Fi02
% Iono
% Dopa
[CVPm, Cl, Tp, pH, BE, Lactat, PCWP, MAP, CVR, UrOut,...
SVRi, Ex02, D02, V02, Sa02, ResF, PaC02, PFI, Iono, Dopa]- getDesease(Al);
%Save the results
save (file_save, 'CVPm', 'Cl', 'Tp', 'pH', 'BE', 'Lactat', 'PCWP', 'MAP', 'CVR', 'UrOut',...
'SVRi', 'Ex02', 'D02', 'V02', ’Sa02', 'ResF', 'PaC02', 'PFI', 'Iono', 'Dopa');
clear CVPm, Cl, Tp, pH, BE, Lactat, PCWP, MAP, CVR, UrOut, SVRi, Ex02, D02, V02, Sa02,
ResF, PaC02, PFI, Iono, Dopa;
end;
clear all
% The mean values of the temporary variables
%Central Venous Pressure (mmHg)

CVP_low=-l;

%Herzzeitvolumeindex (I/min/sq.m)
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CI_high= 4.0;
CI_low= 2.0;
%Pheripheral Temperature (deg C)
T_p_lovp 32.5;
T_p_high~ 32.5;
%Arterial pH
pH_low= 7.35;
%Base Excess
BE_low= -4;
%Laktatspiegel (mmol/1)
Lact_high= 2;
%Venose Sauerstoffsattigung (percentage)
Sv02_low^ 65;
%Verhaltnis D 02/V 02
ER_high= 0.4;
%Flussigkeitszufuhr (ml/h)
CVR_high= 1000;
%Lungenkapillardruck (mmhg)
PCWP_high= 10;
PCWP_low= 6;
%Mean Arterial pressure (mmHg)
MAP_high= 65;
%Urine Output(T > 2h) (ml/ks/h)
Uo_low= 0.5;
%Systemic Vascular Resistance index
SVRi_low= 1200;
%Oxygen Extraction
Ex02_low= -1;
%Oxygen Satruation
Sa02_high= 90;
Sa02_low= 90;
%Respiratory Frequency
ResF high= 1;
%Arterial PC02 (kPa)
PaC02_high= 6.0;
PaC02Jow= 4.5;
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%Arterial Oxygen tension / Fraction of Inspired Oxygen (mmHg)
PFI_high= 200;
PFIJow= 150;
%Inotropische Medikation
IM= 1;
%Vasodilatratorische Medikation
VM= 1;
%NaN
NoData= -99999;
clear all;
close all;
% Final_plot loads each patients data4daignose and DaignosebyDr and uses
% the function plotAnnl to generate the plots
clc;
for n=l
for m= 3
if (n = 0)& (m =0)
continue
end
if n = 0
fname= ['G:\PData\KUOOO', num2str(n),num2str(m),,A7.maf]
else
fname= ['G:\PData\KUOOO', num2str(n),num2str(m),'A7.maf]
end
load(sprintf('%s',fname))
plotAnn2(CVPm, Cl, Tp, pH, BE, Lactat, PCWP, MAP, CVR, UrOut,SVRi,....
Ex02, D02, V02, Sa02, ResF,PaC02, PFI, Iono, Dopa);
string = sprintf('Patient#KUOOO%d%d,,n,m)
pause
end
end
% Store figure in file
fn= ['G:\Plots\PData\fhame']
saveas (gcf, fn, ’jpg')
close (gcf);
% This script plots for all patients the calcualted risk levels of both the

% physician and the simulation in a single window
%

% Last modification: 11-19-2004 by juni
clear all;
close all;
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clc;
pathDL= 'G:Y;
for n=l
for m= 3
for x-A':'H'
fname= [’KUOOO’, num2str(n),num2str(m),char(x),’.mat’]
% Skip if no data availabel
if ( (n— 0&m==0) | (~exist([pathDL, 'Risklevl\HypoV, fname])))
continue;
end;
% Load patient data into workspace
load([pathDL, 'DiagByPhV, fname])
load([pathDL, 'RisklevbHypoY, fname]);
load([pathDL, 'Risklevl\02relV, fname]);
load([pathDL, 'RisklevbHyperY, fname]);
load([pathDL, 'RisklevbCardiacY, fname]);
plotRiskhypol(Hypo', Cardiac', Hyper', 02rel', HpovTl, HpovT2, 1CT1, 1CT2, 1CT3, rCTl, rCT2,
rCT3,...
HperTl, HperT2, 02T1, 02T2, 02T3, 02T4, 0215’, fname);
end
end
end
function plotph(varargin);
font=8;
% Plotting ...
row= 12;
col= 1;
figure;
%

% for i=l:12,
% subplot(row,col,i);

%
%
%
%
%

y= varargin{i};
1= inputname(i);
if size(y)>0
plot(y(:,l),y(:,2));
end;
% ylabel(l);
% xlabel('time in seconds');
%

% end;
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% 2nd plot window with 8 remaining input data and diagnoses
figure;
%plots 8 remaining data
for i= 1:4,
subplot(row,col,i);
y= varargin{i};
1= inputname(i);
if size(y)>0
plot (y(:,l),y(:,2));
end;
ylabel(l);
end;
axis([0 24 -0.5 5])
% plot diagnoses
subplot(4,l,l);
y= varargin{l};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y(:,l),y(:,2),'r,>;
end;
hold on;
y= varargin{22};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y(:, 1),y( :,2),'gf);
end;
ylabel(’Hypo');
hold off;
axis([0 24 -0.5 5])
y= varargin{3};
subplot(4,l,2);
if size(y)>0
stairs(y (:, 1),y (: ,2),'^);
end;
hold;
y= varargin{4};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y (:, 1),y(:,2),’gf);
end;
y= varargin{5};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y (:, 1),y (: ,2),’b’);
end;
hold;
y= varargin{6};
if size(y)>0
end;
hold;

y= varargin{7};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y(:,l),y(:,2),,gJ);
end;
hold;
y= varargin{8};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y(:,l),y(:,2),V );
end;
ylabel('Cardiac Failure');
hold off;
axis([0 24 -0.5 5])
subplot(4,l,3);
y= varargin{9};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y(:,l),y(:,2),'r');
end;
hold;
y= varargin{10};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y(:,l),y(:,2),'g');
end;
ylabel('Hyper');
hold off;
axis([0 24 -0.5 5])
subplot(4,l,4);
y= varargin{ll};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y(:,l),y(:,2),V);
end;
hold on;
y= varargin{12};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y(:, 1),y(:,2),'g');
end;
hold on;
y= varargin{13};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y(:, 1),y (:,2),'b');
end;
hold on;
y= varargin{14};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y(:,l),y(:,2),fc');
end;
hold on;
y= varargin{15};
if size(y)>0
stairs(y(:,l),y(:,2),’m');
end;

Ill
ylabel(f02 saturation/);
hold off;
xlabel(Time in Hours [h]’);
legend(ftype(l)’, ’type(2)’, ’type(3)', 'type(4)’, *type(5)’,l)
axis([0 24 -0.5 5])
h = axes('Position’,[0 0 1 1],’Visible',’off);
str(l) = {'Yaxis:physicians analysis’};
str(2) = {’1- No, 2- Yes,’};
str(3) = {'3- Cant be assesed'};
set(gcf,'CurrentAxes',h)
text( .2, .06,str,'F ontSize', 10)
function plotRiskall_comp(Hpov,Hper, Cardiac, 02rel,HpovTl, HpovT2, ICT1, 1CT2, 1CT3, rCTl, rCT2,
rCT3,...
HperTl, HperT2, 02T1, 02T2, 02T3, 02T4, 02T5', titleTXT);
% Plots risk levels
%

% Last edited 11-20-2004 by juni
o/Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
% Plot of Hypovolemia

************************************************************************

figure;
set(gcf, 'Position', [10 10 1000 600]);
t= Hypo(:,l)./3600;
HpovTlp= [t Hypo(:,2)];
HpovTls= [t Hypo(:,3)];
HpovT2p= [t Hypo(:,4)];

%
Hypovolemia Type 1 primary........
subplot(2,l,l);
if size(HpovTlp)>0
stairs(HpovT 1p ( 1),HpovT 1p( :,2),'g');
end;
hold on
if size(HpovTls)>0
plot(HpovT 1s(:, 1),HpovT 1s(:,2),'m');
end;
hold on
if size(HpovTl)>0
stairs(HpovT 1(:, 1)./60,HpovT 1(:,2),'k');
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),'-k');
end;
hold off
axis([0 24 0 6])

title (['Hypovolaemia risk levels for titleTXT]);
xlabel('Time [h]')
ylabel('Type 1 primary & secondary');
set(gca, 'YTickModeVmanual');
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3 4 5]);
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {'no' '1', ’2', '3', ’4’, 'alert'});
set(gca, 'YGrid', 'on')
% Hypovolemia Type 2 primary
subplot(2,l,2);
if size(HpovT2p)>0
stairs(HpovT2p(:, 1),HpovT2p( :,2),'g');
end;
hold on
if size(HpovT2)>0
stairs(HpovT2(:,l)/.60,HpovT2(:,2),'m');
end;
hold off
axis([0 24 0 6])
xlabel('Time [h]’)
ylabel('Type 2 primary');
set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual');
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3]);
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {'no' '1', '2', 'alert'}),
set(gca, 'YGrid’, 'on')
clear HpovTlp HpovTls HpovT2
pause
%

% % % Store figure in file
fn= ['C:\Plots\Hypo\', titleTXT]
saveas (gcf, 'fn', ’bmp')
% close (gcf);
0/0 ************************************************************* ***********
% Plot of Cardiac Failure
0//Q************************************************************* ***********

figure;
set(gcf, 'Position', [10 10 1000 600]);
t= Cardiac(:,l)./3600;
lCTlp= [t Cardiac(:,2)];
lCTls= [t Cardiac(:,3)];
lCT2p= [t Cardiac(:,4)];
lCT2s- [t Cardiac(:,5)];
lCT3p= [t Cardiac(:,6)];
lCT4p= [t Cardiac(:,7)];
%
Cardiac Failure Type 1 primary-----subplot(6,l,l);
if size(lCTlp)>0

stairs(lCT 1p(:, 1),1CT 1p(:,2),'g');
end;
hold on
if size(lCTl)>0
if max(lCTl(:,2)>0)
stairs(lCTl(:,l)./60,lCTl(:,2),'k*);
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),’-k’);
end
end
hold off
title ([’Cardiac Failure risk levels for titleTXT]);
axis([0 24 0 8])
xlabel(’Time [h]’)
ylabel(’Type 1 primary’);
set(gca, ’YTickMode’,’manual’);
set(gca, ’Ytick’,[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7]);
set(gca, ’YTickLabel’, {’no’, *1’, ’2’, ’3’, ’4’, ’5’, ’6’, ’alert’
set(gca, ’YGrid’, ’on’)
Cardiac Failure Type 1 secondary-----subplot(6,l,2);
if size(lCTls)>0
stairs(lCT 1s ( 1),1CT 1s(:,2),’g’);
end;
hold on
if size(lCT2)>0
if max(lCT2(:,2)>0)
stairs( 1CT2(1)./60,1CT2( :,2),’k’);
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),’-k’);
end
end
hold off
axis([0 24 0 4])
xlabel(’Time [h]’)
ylabel(’Type 1 secondary’);
set(gca, ’YTickMode’,’manual’);
set(gca, ’Ytick’,[0 1 2 3]);
set(gca, ’YTickLabel', {’no’ T , ’2’, ’alert’}),
set(gca, ’YGrid’, ’on’)

%

%
Cardiac Failure Type 2 primary-----subplot(6,l,3);
if size(lCT2p)>0
stairs(lCT2p(:,l),lCT2p(:,2),’g’);
end;
hold on
if size(lCT3)>0
if max(lCT3(:,2)>0)
stairs(lCT3(:,l)./60,lCT3(:,2),’k’);
else

stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),'-k');
end
end
hold off
axis([0 24 0 4])
xlabel(’Time [h]')
ylabel('Type 2 primary');
set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual');
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3]);
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {'no' T , ’2’, 'alert'}),
set(gca, 'YGrid', 'on')
Cardiac Failure Type 2 secondary
subplot(6,l,4);
if size(lCT2s)>0
stairs(lCT2s(:, 1),lCT2s(:,2),'g');
end;
hold on
if size(rCTl)>0
if max(rCTl(:,2)>0)
stairs(rCT 1(:, 1)./60,rCT 1(: ,2),'k');
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),'-k');
end
end
hold off
axis([0 24 0 3])
xlabel('Time [h]')
ylabel('Type 2 secondary');
set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual');
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2]);
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {’no’ Tf, 'alert'}),
setfgca, ’YGrid’, ’on’)

%

%
Cardiac Failure Type 3 -----subplot(6,l,5);
if size(lCT3p)>0
stairs(lCT3p(:,l),lCT3p(:,2),’g’);
end;
hold on
if size(rCT2)>0
if max(rCT2(:,2)>0)
stairs(rCT2(:, 1)./60,rCT2( :,2),'k’);
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),'-k');
end
end
hold off
axis([0 24 0 4])
xlabel(’Time [h]’)
ylabel('Type 3');
set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual');
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set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3]);
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {'no’ T', ’2', 'alert’}),
set(gca, ’YGrid’, ’on’)
%
Cardiac Failure Type 4 -----subplot(6,l,6);
if size(lCT4p)>0
stairs(lCT4p(:, 1),lCT4p( :,2),’g');
end;
hold on
if size(rCT3)>0
if max(rCT3(:,2)>0)
stairs(rCT3(:, 1)./60,rCT3(:,2),’k’);
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),’-k’);
end
end
hold off
axis([0 24 0 4])
xlabel(’Time [h]’)
ylabel(’Type 4’);
set(gca, ’YTickMode’,’manual’);
set(gca, ’Ytick’,[0 1 2 3]);
set(gca, ’YTickLabel’, {’no’ T , ’2', ’alert’}),
set(gca, ’YGrid’, ’on’)
clear ICTIp ICTls lCT2p lCT2s 1CT3 1CT4 ;
pause
% % Store figure in file

fn= [’G:\Plots_l\CardiacV, titleTXT]
saveas (gcf, 'fn', ’bmp')
% close (gcf);

%%************************************************************************
% % Plot of Hypervolemia Failure
%% ************************************************************************
figure;
set(gcf, 'Position', [10 10 1000 600]);
t= Hyper(:,l)./3600;
HperTls= [t Hyper(:,2)];
HperT2s= [t Hyper(:,3)];
HperT3s= [t Hyper(:,4)];
%
Hypervolemia Type 1 -----subplot(3,l,l);
if size(HperTls)>0
stairs(HperT 1s(:, 1),HperT 1s(:,2),'g');
end;
hold on

if size(HperTl)>0
if max(HperTl(:,2)>0)
stairs(HperT 1(:, 1)./60,HperT 1(:,2),'k');
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,Iength(t)),’-k');
end
end
hold off
title (['Hypervolemia risk levels for', titleTXT]);
axis([0 24 0 5])
xlabel('Time [h]')
ylabel('Type l r);
set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual');
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3 4]);
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {'no' '1', '2', '3', 'alert'}),
set(gca, 'YGrid', 'on')
%
Hypervolemia Type 2 -----subplot(3,l,2);
if size(HperT2s)>0
stairs(HperT2s(:, 1),HperT2s(:,2),'g');
end;
hold on
if size(HperT2)>0
if max(HperT2(:,2)>0)
stairs(HperT2(:, 1)./60 ,HperT2(:,2),'k');
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),'-k');
end
end
axis([0 24 0 10])
xlabel('Time [h]')
ylabel(’Type 2’);
set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual');
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ] ) ;
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {'no', '1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', 'alert'}),
set(gca, 'YGrid', 'on')
%
Hypervolemia Type 3 -----subplot(3,l,3);
if size(HperT3s)>0
stairs(HperT3s(:,l),HperT3s(:,2),'r');
end;
hold on
if size(HperT2)>0
if max(HperT2(:,2)>0)
stairs(HperT2(:, 1) ./60 ,HperT2(:,2),'k');
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),'-k');
end

end
axis([0 24 0 4])
xlabel(Time [h]')
ylabel(Type 3');
set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual’);
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3]);
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {'no' T’, '2', 'alert'}),
set(gca, 'YGrid', 'on')
clear HperTl HperT2 HperT3
% Store figure in file
fn= ['C:\Plots\HyperV, titleTXT]
saveas (gcf, 'fn', 'bmp')
% close (gcf);
***********************************************************************

Plot
of Oxygen related Failure
************************************************************************
figure;
set(gcf, 'Position', [10 20 1000 600]);
t= Cardiac(:,l)./3600
t= 02rel(:,l)./3600;
0 2 rTl= [t 0 2 rel(:,2)];
02rT2= [t 02rel(:,3)];
02rT3p= [t 02rel(:,4)];
02rT3s= [t 02rel(:,5)];
02rT4= [t 0 2 rel(:,6)];
02rT5= [t 02rel(:,7)];
Oxygen related Failure Type 1 -----subplot(5,l,l);
if size(O2rTl)>0
stairs(02rT 1(:, 1),02rT 1(: ,2),'g');
end;
hold on
if size(O2T l)>0
if max(O2Tl(:,2)>0)
stairs(02T 1(:, 1)./60,O2T 1(:,2),'k');
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),'-k');
end
end
title (['Oxygen related Failure risk levels for', titleTXT]);
axis([0 24 0 8])
xlabel('Time [h]')
ylabel('Type 1');
set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual');
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7]);
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {'no', '1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', 'alert'}),
set(gca, 'YGrid', 'on')

Oxygen related Failure Type 2 -----subplot(5,l,2);
if size(O2rT2)>0
stairs(02rT2(:,l ),02rT2(:,2),'g');
end;
hold on
if size(O2T2)>0
if max(O2T2(:,2)>0)
stairs(O2T2(:,l)./60,O2T2(:,2),'k');
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),'-k');
end
end
hold off
axis([0 24 0 4])
xlabel('Time [h]’)
ylabel(Type 2’);
set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual');
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3]);
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {'no' T , '2', 'alert'}),
set(gca, 'YGrid', 'on')
Oxygen related Failure Type 3 primary-----subplot(5,l,3);
if size(O2rT3p)>0
stairs(02rT3p(:,l),02rT3p(:,2),'g');
end;
hold on
if size(O2rT3s)>0
stairs(02rT3s(:, 1),02rT3s(:,2),'m');
end;
hold on
if size(O2T3)>0
if max(O2T3(:,2)>0)
stairs(O2T3(:,l)./60,O2T3(:,2),'k');
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),'-k');
end
end
hold off
axis([0 24 0 8])
xlabel(’Time [h]')
ylabel('Type 3 prim and secondary');
set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual');
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7]);
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {'no', '1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', 'alert'}),
set(gca, 'YGrid', 'on')
Oxygen related Failure Type 4
subplot(5,l,4);
if size(O2rT4)>0
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stairs(02rT4(1),02rT4(:,2)/g’);
end;
hold on
if size(O2T4)>0
if max(O2T4(:,2)>0)
stairs(02T 4(:, 1)./60,O2T 4( :,2),'k');
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),'-k’);
end
end
hold off
axis([0 24 0 9])
xlabel('Time [h]’)

ylabel(Type 4*);

set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual');
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8]);
set(gca, 'YTickLabel', {'no' 'l'f '2', '3', '4', '5', ’6’, '7’, 'alert'}),
set(gca, 'YGrid', 'on')
Oxygen related Failure Type 5 -----subplot(5,l,5);
if size(O2rT5)>0
stairs(02rT 5 ( 1),02rT5( :,2),'g');
end;
hold on
if size(O2T5)>0
if max(O2T5(:,2)>0)
stairs(O2T5(:,l)./60,O2T5(:,2),'k');
else
stairs(t,zeros( 1,length(t)),’-k');
end
end
hold off
axis([0 24 0 9])
xlabel(’Time [h]')
ylabel('Type 5');
set(gca, 'YTickMode','manual');
set(gca, 'Ytick',[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8]);
set(gca, ’YTickLabel’, {’no’ ’1', ’2’, '3', '4', '5', '6', ’7’, ’alert’}),
set(gca, 'YGrid', 'on')
clear 02rTl 02rT2 02rT3p 02rT3s 02rT4 02rT5
fh= ['G:\Plots_l\02Rel\', titleTXT]
saveas (gcf, 'fh', ’bmp’)

% close (gcf);

% To count the number of l ’s, 2’s
of the simulated risk levels
function [plotdatal,plotdata2,plotdata3,plotdata4, blockf] = hypertlcount(Hyper,HperTl, titleTXT)
Hper=Hyper';
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t= Hper(:,l);
HperTls= [t Hper(:,2)l;
HperT2s= [t Hper(:,3)l;
HperT3s= [t Hper(:,4)];
%
Hypervolemia Type 1 -----aa= Q;
for i = l:(length(HperTl(:,l)./60)-l)
aa= [aa i+1];
end
tls = HperTl (:,1)*60;
% Time when physician indicates a value
T_phyJ = tls(aa);
%Value indicated by physician at that instant of time
val_phyl = HperTl(:,2);
val_phy_l = val_phyl(aa);
%value indicated by simulation at that instant of time
valsim 1=HperT 1s( :,2);
v a ls im l =val_sim 1(aa);
sim45_l = HperTls(:,2);
a2 = [];t2 = □;
% indicates the instant when the physician indicated a value the
% physician's risk level and the simuated risk level
blockl=[T_phy_l val_phy_l val_sim_l];
blockf=[];
for i=l:size(blockl,l)-l
if(block 1(i, 1)~=block 1(i+1,1) | blockl(i,2)~=block 1(in-1,2))
blockf=[blockf;blockl(i,:)];
end
end
%eliminates the redundant physician's risk levels
temp 1=0 ;
for i=l:size(blockf,l)
if(i= l)
low=0;
high=blockf(i,l);
elseif i==size(blockf, 1)
low=blockfli-l,l);
high=blockf(i,l);
else
low=blockf(i-l,l);
high=blockf(i+l,l);
end
%

if(i= l)

1145 = (1:1 rhigh);
sim45_a = sim45_l( 1:1 :high);
elseif(blockf(i-1,1 )=blockf(i, 1))
low=blockf(i-2,l);
tl_45 = (low: 1:high);
sim45_a = sim45_l(low:l:high);
else
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tl_45 = (low: Thigh);
sim45_a = sim45_l(low:l :high);
end
temp=[tl_45 ; sim45_a'];
templ=[templ temp];
% To save the values simulated values earlier and later compater to the physician's indicated value
%
fid=fopen('hypertl 41 .txt'/a');
%
fprintf(fid,' %10.4f\t %10.4f \n tempi);
%
fprintf(fid,'--------------------------------------------- \n');
%
fclose(fid);
plotdatal=[];
plotdata2=Q;
plotdata3=[];
count 1=0
count2=0
column=[T'; '2' ;’3'; '4'; '5'; '6'; T; '8'];
row= ['A'; 'B'; 'C; 'D'; *E'; T ; ’G' ;'H'];
plotdatal=D;
plotdata2=[];
plotdata3=[];
plotdata4=[];
for( i= 1:size(blockf, 1))
after=[];
before=[];
element=blockf( i, 1);
%to count the number of l’s, 2's, 3's and 4’s of the simulation value before and after
%the physician indicated a value until there was a next physician
%diagnosis
if(i= l)
elemprev=blockf(i, 1);
if blockf(i, 1)=blockf(i, 1)
elemnext=blockf(i, 1);
else
elemnext=blockf(i+l,l);
end
elseif(i==size(blockf, 1))
elemnext=blockf(i,l);
if blockf(i, 1)=blockf(i-1,1)
elemprev=blocklli-2,1);
else
elemprev=blockf(i-1,1);
end
else
if blockf(i, 1)=blockf(i-1,1)
elemprev=blockf(i-2,1);
else

elemprev=blockf(i-1,1);
end
if bloekf(i,l )=blockfl[i+1,1)
elemnext=blockf(i+2,1);
else
elemnext=:blockf(i+1,1);
end
end
for(j=l :size(templ ,2))
if(element=temp 1(1 j))
index=j;
break;
end
end
if(i= l)
elemprev^temp 1(1,1);
elseif (i=size(blockf,l))
elemnext=temp 1(1 ,size(temp 1,2));
end
count=0;
while(temp 1(1 ,index)— elemprev )
count=count+l;
if eount>3600
break;
end
if mod(count,60)==0
before=[before temp 1(2,index)];
end
index=index-l;
end
index=j;
count=0;
if(i~=size(blockf, 1))
while(temp 1(1,index)— elemnext)
count=count+l;
if count>3600
break;
end
if mod(count,60)=0
after=[after temp 1(2,index)];
end
index=index+l;
end
end
x=dength(before);
if x< 3600/60
x=3600/60-x;
before=[(ones(l,x)*999) before]

before( 1:3600/60-x)=999
end
y=length(after)
if y <3600/60
after(y+l :3600/60)=999
end
%separates the instances when physician's risk level is 1 and 2 and saves to workspace
if(blockf(i,2) = l )
plotdatal=[plotdatal ; before blockf(i,l) after];
else
plotdata2=[plotdata2 ; before blockf(i,l) after];
end
end
%adds the number of l's, 2's, 3's... for instances when the phy
%incicated 1 and 2 respectively
freq =zeros(4,size(plotdatal ,2));
for i=l:size(plotdatal,2)
for j= 1:size(plotdatal, 1)
if plotdatal(j,i) = 0
freq(l,i)=freq(l,i)+l;
elseif plotdatal(j,i)==l
freq(2,i)=freq(2,i)+l;
elseif plotdatal(j,i)= 2
freq(3,i)=freq(3,i)+l;
elseif plotdatal(j,i)=3
freq(4,i)=freq(4,i)+l;
end
end
end
freq2 =zeros(4,size(plotdata2,2));
for i=l :size(plotdata2,2)
for j= 1:size(plotdata2,1)
if plotdatal(j,i) = 0
freq2( 1,i)=fteq2( 1,i)+l;
elseif plotdata2(j,i)==l
freq2(2,i)=freq2(2,i)+l;
elseif plotdata2(j,i)==2
freq2(3,i)=freq2(3,i)+l;
elseif plotdata2(j,i)==3
freq2(4,i)=freq2(4,i)+l;
end
end
end
% saves the files to different mat files
plotdata3=[plotdata3 ; freq];
plotdata4=[plotdata4 ; freq2];
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Appendix B
Cover Report- HTML report for Stateflow Model
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Appendix B
Coverage Report for stateoxygen_test
Tests
T est 1

Started Execution: 10-Nov-2004 16:51:14
Ended Execution: 10-Nov-2004 17:16:30
Summary

Model Hierarchy/Complexity:

Test 1
D1

1. stateoxygen test

1058 44%

2 ... . DiagnosTest

1057 44% 1 1

3...............SF: DiagnosTest

1056 44% 1 *

4....................SF: Patient

1056 44% f 1

5........................... SF: BE
6...........................SF: Cl
7...........................SF: CVP

4 75% [= =
14 45% c = t
4 75% c===

8...........................SF: CVR

4

9...........................SF: Cardiac Failure

159 48% r~~1

10

SF: Cardiac Failure typel

25% ^

39 50% *“”*

11........................................SF: Cardiac Failure typel primary

78 46% c==t

12........................................SF: Cardiac Failure type! secondary

11 63% ^

13
SF: Cardiac Failure type2
14........................................SF: Cardiac Failure tvpe2 primary

26 41% c^ =
22 50% 5 1

15........................................SF: Cardiac Failure tvpe2 secondary

4 13%

16

22 50%

SF: Cardiac Failure type3

Ct=
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17..................................SF: Cardiac Failure type4

22 50/o 1 1

18........................... SF: ER

4 50%

19...........................SF: Ex02

4 25%

2 0...........................SF: Hypervolemia

189 32% r ~^t

2 1..................................SF: Hypervolemia typel

37 29% mr-~*

2 2 ..................................SF: FIvpervolemia type2

118 34%

2 3..................................SF: Hypervolemia type3

25 32% *

24.......................... SF: Hypovolemia
2 5 ..................................SF: Typel
2 6........................................ SF: Tvpel primary

90 45% i } / ~
68 48% q = = t =
22 50% ^ ^

2 7........................................ SF: Typel secondary

46 47% ^

29............................ SF: lonotropics

4 2:>/o * *

30............................ SF: Lact
3 1........................... SF: MAP
32........................... SF: Metabolic Signs of Tissue Hypoxia

4 75%
4 75%
46 47%

3 3...........................SF: No MetabolicSigns of TissueFlypoxia Present

46 47% r^

34...........................SF: Oxygen content related problems
3 5.................................. SF: Oxygen content related problems typel

410 42% r~z]
85 36% 5 1 r *

,

3 6..................................SF: Oxygen content related problems type2
37..................................SF: Oxygen content related problems type3

25 57%
90 42% ^

3 8........................................ SF: Oxygen content related problems type3 primary

85 43%

39........................................ SF:
Oxygen content related problems type3 secondary
40................................. SF: Oxygen content related problems type4

5 40o/o rzp ^ -r=
r“1 "
105 38% ^ ^

" '
'
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4 1................................. SF: Oxygen content related problems type5 primary
4 2............................SF: PCWP
4 3............................SF: PF1
44............................SF: PaCQ2
4 5............................SF: ResF
4 6............................SF: SYRi
4 7............................ SF: Sa02
4 8............................ SF: SvQ2
4 9............................ SF: T p
50

SF: Uo

51

SF: dopamine or norepinephrine

52

SF: pH

Details:
1. Model "state o x y g en _ te st"

Child Systems:
Metric

DiagnosTest
Coverage (this object)

Cyclomatic Complexity 1
NA
Decision (D l)

Coverage (inc. descendents)

1058
44% (398/911) decision
outcomes

2. S u b sy ste m " D ia g n o sT est"

Parent:
Child Systems:
Metric

/stateoxygen test
DiagnosTest

Coverage (this object)

Cyclomatic Complexity 1

Coverage (inc. descendents)
1057

129

Decision (Dl)

NA

44% (398/911) decision
outcomes

3. Chart " D ia a n o sT est"

Parent:
Child Systems:

stateoxygen test/DiagnosTest
Patient

Metric
Coverage (this object)
Cyclomatic Complexity 0
Decision (Dl)
NA
4. State " Patient"

Parent:
Child Systems:

Coverage (inc. descendents)
1056
44% (398/911) decision
outcomes

stateoxygen test/DiagnosTest
Cl, BE, SVRi, Sa02, Uo, Hypervolemia, lonotropics,
No Metabolic Signs of Tissue Hypoxia Present, CVP,
PFI, Lact. T p. pH, PaCQ2, MAP, ExQ2, CVR, Sv02,
Metabolic Signs of Tissue Hypoxia, ResF,
dopamine or norepinephrine.
Oxygen content related problems, ER, PCWP,
Cardiac Failure, Hypovolemia

Metric
Coverage (this object) Coverage (inc. descendents)
Cyclomatic Complexity 0
1056
44% (398/911) decision
Decision (Dl)
NA
outcomes
The report is generated for all the states in the following manner for all systems and
subsystems.

Appendix C
Files Generated during the Build Procedure

Appendix C
C Header file

/*
* stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5_dt.h
*
* Real-Time Workshop code generation for Simulink model "stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5.mdl".
*
* Model Version
: 1.260
* Real-Time Workshop file version : 5.1 $Date: 2003/08/08 18:37:24 $
* Real-Time Workshop file generated on : Fri Dec 03 06:18:28 2004
* TLC version
: 5.1 (Aug 8 2003)
* C source code generated on
: Fri Dec 03 06:18:28 2004

*/

/* data type size table */
static uint T rtDataTypeSizesQ = {
sizeof(real_T),
sizeof(real32_T),
sizeof(int8_T),
sizeof(uint8_T),
sizeof(intl6_T),
sizeof(uintl6_T),
sizeof(int32_T),
sizeof(uint32_T),
sizeof(boolean_T),
sizeof(fcn_call_T),
sizeof(int_T),
sizeof(pointer_T),
sizeof(action_T),
sizeof(CSmO_cl_stateoxygen_finalmodel_)

};

/* data type name table */
static const char T * rtDataTypeNames[] = {
"realT",
"real32_T",
f,int8_T",
"uint8_T”,
Mintl6__T”,
"uintl6_TM,
Mint32_T",
Huint32_T",
"booleanT",
"fcncallT",
’’intT",
"pointer_T",
”action_TM,
"CSmOc^stateoxygenfinalmodel"

};

/* data type transitions for block I/O structure */
static DataTypeTransition rtBTransitionsQ = {
{(char_T *)(&rtB.Memory[0]), 0, 0, 58} ,
{(char T *)(&rtB.Data_Type_Conversion_a[0]), 1,0, 38}
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};
/* data type transition table for block I/O structure */
static DataTypeTransitionTable rtBTransTable = {

2U,
rtBTransitions
};

/* data type transitions for Parameters structure */
static DataTypeTransition rtPTransitionsQ = {
{(char T *)(&rtP.Memory_X0), 0, 0, 100}

};

/* data type transition table for Parameters structure */
static DataTypeTransitionTable rtPTransTable = {
1U,
rtPTransitions

};

/* [EOF] stateoxygen_fmalmodel_day5_dt.h */
C Source File

/*
* stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5_private.h
*
* Real-Time Workshop code generation for Simulink model "stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5.mdl
*
# Model Version
: 1.260
# Real-Time Workshop file version : 5.1 $Date: 2003/08/08 18:37:24 $
# Real-Time Workshop file generated on : Fri Dec 03 06:18:28 2004
# TLC version
: 5.1 (Aug 8 2003)
# C source code generated on
: Fri Dec 03 06:18:28 2004

*/

#ifhdef_RTW_HEADER_stateoxygen_fInalmodel_day5_private_h_
# define _RTW_HEADERj>tateoxygenJmalmodel_day5_privateJi_
#ifndef min
# ifndef rtMIN
# include "rtlibsrc.h"
# endif
# define min rt_MIN
#endif
#ifndef max
# define max rt_MAX
#endif
#define CALLEVENT

(255)

#ifndef_RTW_COMMON_DEFINES_
# define _RTW_COMMON_DEFINES_
#ifndef TRUE
# define TRUE (1)
#endif

#ifndef FALSE
# define FALSE (0)
#endif
#endif

/* _RTW_COMMON_DEFINES_ */

#ifndef UCHAR_MAX
#include <limits.h>
#endif
#if ( UCHAR_MAX != (OxFFU))
#error Code was generated for compiler with different sized uchars.
#endif
#if ( SCHAR_MAX != (0x7F))
#error Code was generated for compiler with different sized chars.
#endif
#if ( USHRTMAX != (OxFFFFU))
#error Code was generated for compiler with different sized ushorts.
#endif
#if( SHRT MAX != (0x7FFF))
#error Code was generated for compiler with different sized shorts.
#endif
#if ( UINT MAX != (OxFFFFU))
#error Code was generated for compiler with different sized uints.
#endif
#if ( INT MAX != (0x7FFF))
#error Code was generated for compiler with different sized ints.
#endif
#if ( ULONG MAX != (OxFFFFFFFFUL))
#error Code was generated for compiler with different sized ulongs.
#endif
#if ( LONG MAX != (0x7FFFFFFFL))
#error Code was generated for compiler with different sized longs.
#endif
/* Chart function-cal) outputs */
/* Global machine event */
extern uint8 T _sfEvent_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5_;
/* Entry point for chart: <Root>/DiagnosTest */
extern void sf_m0_cl_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5(void);
extern void sO_userTel_txd(SimStruct *rts);
extern void sO_userTel_rxd(SimStruct *rts);
extern int_T rt_CallSys(SimStruct *S, int_T element, int_T tid);
extern int T rt_EnableSys(SimStruct *S, int_T element, int_T tid);
extern int T rt_DisableSys(SimStruct *S, int_T element, int_T tid);

#if defined(MULTITASKING)
# error Model (stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5) was built in \
SingleTasking solver mode, however the MULTITASKING define is \
present. If you have multitasking (e.g. -DMT or -DMULTITASKING) \
defined on the RTW page of Simulation parameter dialog, please \
remove it and on the Solver page, select solver mode \
MultiTasking. If the Simulation parameter dialog is configured \
correctly, please verily that your template makefile is \
configured correctly.
#endif
#endif
/* _RTW_HEADER_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5_private_h
M File
function targMap = targDataMapO,
.0/0* ********************* *
;% Create Parameter Map *

•%***********************

nTotData = 0; %add to this count as we go
nTotSects = 1;

;%
;% Define dummy sections & preallocate arrays
;%
dumSection.nData = -1;
dumSection.data = [];

dumData.logicalSrddx = -1;
dumData.dtTransOffset = -1;

;%
;% Init/prealloc paramMap
;%

paramMap.nSections
= nTotSects;
paramMap.sections(nTotSects) = dumSection; %prealloc
paramMap.nTotData
= -1;

;%
;% Auto data (rtP)
;%

section.nData = 68;
section.data(68) = dumData; %prealloc
;% rtP. Memory_X0
section.data(l).logicalSrcIdx = 0;
section.data(l).dtTransOffset = 0;
;% rtP.Memory2_X0
section.data(2).logicalSrcIdx = 1;
section.data(2).dtTransOffset= 1;
;% rtP. Memory 1_X0

section.data(3).logicalSrcIdx - 2;
section.data(3).dtTransOffset = 2;
;% rtP.Memory 3_X0
section.data(4).logicalSrc!dx = 3;
section.data(4).dtTransOffset = 3;
;% rtP.SE N D U SR D AT A_a_P 1 Size
section.data(5).logicalSrc!dx = 4;
section.data(5).dtTransOffset = 4;
;% rtP .SE N D U SR D A T A aP l
section.data(6).logicalSrcIdx = 5;
section.data(6).dtTransOffset = 6;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_D AT A_a_P2_S ize
section.data(7).logicalSrcIdx = 6;
section.data(7).dtTransOffset = 7;
;% rtP.SEND_USRDATAa_P2
section.data(8).logicalSrcIdx = 7;
section.data(8).dtTransOffset = 9;
;% rtP. SENDJJSRD AT A_a_P3_Size
section.data(9).logicalSrc!dx = 8;
section.data(9).dtTransOffset = 10;
;% rtP.SENDUSRDAT A_a_P3
section.data(10).logicalSrcIdx = 9;
section.data( 10).dtT ransOffset = 12;
;% rtP.SEN D U SR_D AT A_a_P4_S ize
section.data(ll).logicalSrcIdx = 10;
section.data(l l).dtTransOffset = 13;
;% rtP.SEND__USR_DAT A_a_P4
section.data(12).logiealSreIdx =11;
section.data(12).dtTransOffset = 15;
;% rtP.SEND_USRDATAb_Pl_Size
seetion.data(13).logicalSrcIdx = 12;
seetion.data( 13).dtTransOffset = 16;
;% rtP.SE N D U SR D AT A_b_P 1
section.data(14).logicalSreIdx =13;
section.data(14).dtTransOffset = 18;
;% rtP.SEND USR DATA_b_P2 Size
section.data(15).logiealSrcIdx = 14;
section.data( 15).dtT ransOffset =19;
;% rtP.SEN D U SRD A T A_b_P2
section.data(16).logicalSrcIdx =15;
section.data(16).dtTransOffset = 21;

;% rtP.SEND_USR_DAT A_b_P3_Size
section.data( 17).logicalSrcIdx = 16;
section.data( 17).dtT ransOffset = 22;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_DAT A_b_P3
section.data(18).logicalSrcIdx = 17;
section.data( 18).dtTransOffset = 24;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_DATA_b_P4_Size
section.data(19).logicalSrcIdx = 18;
section.data(19).dtTransOffset = 25;
;% rtP.SENDU SR_D AT A_b_P4
section.data(20).logicalSrcIdx = 19;
section.data(20).dtT ransOffset = 27;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_D AT A_c_P l_Size
section.data(21).logicalSrcldx = 20;
section.data(21) .dtTransOffset = 28;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_DAT A_c_P 1
section.data(22).logicalSrcldx = 21;
section.data(22).dtT ransOffset = 30;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_D AT A_c_P2_Size
section.data(23).logicalSrcldx = 22;
section.data(23).dtTransOffset = 31;
;% rtP.SENDU SR_D AT A_c_P2
section.data(24).logicalSrcIdx = 23;
section.data(24).dtTransOffset = 33;
;% rtP.SENDUSR_DATAc_P3_Size
section.data(25).logicalSrcIdx = 24;
section.data(25).dtTransOffset = 34;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_DATA_c_P3
section.data(26).logicalSrcIdx = 25;
section.data(26).dtT ransOffset = 36;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_D AT A_c_P4_Size
section.data(27).logicalSrcIdx = 26;
section.data(27).dtT ransOffset = 37;
;% rtP.SEND_U SR_D AT A_c_P4
section.data(28).logicalSrcldx = 27;
section.data(28).dtT ransOffset = 39;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_DATA_d_P l_Size
section.data(29).logicalSrcIdx = 28;
section.data(29).dtT ransOffset = 40;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_DAT A_d_P 1
section.data(30).logicalSrcIdx = 29;
section.data(30).dtTransOffset = 42;

;% rtP. SEN D U SR_D AT A_d_P2_Size
section.data(31).logicalSrcIdx = 30;
section.data(31).dtTransOffset = 43;
;% rtP.SENDUSR_DATA_dP2
section.data(32).logicalSrcIdx = 31;
section.data(32).dtT ransOffset = 45;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_DATA d P3_Size
section.data(33).logicalSrcldx = 32;
section.data(33).dtT ransOffset = 46;
;% rtP.SEND _USR_DATA_d_P3
section.data(34).logicalSrcIdx = 33;
section.data(34).dtT ransOffset = 48;
;% rtP.SEND USR_DATA_d P4_Size
section.data(35).logicalSrcIdx = 34;
section.data(35).dtTransOffset = 49;
;% rtP.SEND_USR_DATA_d_P4
section.data(36).logicalSrcIdx = 35;
section .data( 3 6) .dtTransOffset = 51;
;% rtP.RECEl VE USR DATA_a_P 1 Size
section.data(37).logicalSrcIdx = 36;
section.data(37).dtTransOffset = 52;
;% rtP.RECEl V E U S R D ATA_a_Pl
section.data(38).logicalSrcIdx = 37;
section.data(38).dtTransOffset = 54;
;%rtP.RECEIVE_USR_DATA_a_P2_Size
section.data(39).logicalSrcIdx = 38;
section.data(39).dtTransOffset = 55;
;% rtP.RECEl V E U S R D ATA _a_P2
section.data(40).logicalSrcIdx = 39;
section.data(40).dtTransOffset = 57;
;% rtP.RECEl VE_USR_D AT A_a_P3_Size
section.data(41).logicalSrcIdx = 40;
section.data(41).dtTransOffset = 58;
;% rtP.RECEl VE_USR DATA a P3
section.data(42).logicalSrcIdx = 41;
section.data(42).dtT ransOffset = 60;
;% rtP.RECEIVE_USR_DATA_a_P4_Size
section.data(43).logicalSrcIdx = 42;
section.data(43).dtTransOffset = 61;
;% rtP.RECEl VE_U SR_D ATA_a_P4
section.data(44).logicalSrc!dx = 43;

section.data(44).dtT ransOffset = 63;
;% rtP.RECEI V E U S R D A T A b P I Si ze
section.data(45).logicalSrcIdx = 44;
section.data(45).dtT ransOffset = 64;
;% rtP.RECEI VE_USR_D AT A_b_P 1
section.data(46).logicalSrcIdx = 45;
section.data(46).dtT ransOffset = 66;
;% rtP.RECEI V E U S R D AT A_b_P2_Size
section.data(47). logical Srcldx = 46;
section.data(47).dtTransOffset = 67;
;% rtP.RECEI VE_U SR_D AT A_b_P2
section.data(48).logicalSrcIdx = 47;
section.data(48).dtTransOffset = 69;
;% rtP.RECEI V E U S R D AT A_b_P3_Size
section.data(49).logicalSrcIdx = 48;
section. data(49).dtT ransOffset = 70;
;% rtP.RECEI VE_USR_D AT A_b_P3
section.data(50).logicalSrcIdx = 49;
section.data(50).dtTransOffset = 72;
;% rtP.RECEIV E U S R D AT A_b_P4_Size
section.data(51).logicalSrcIdx = 50;
section.data(51).dtTransOffset = 73;
;% rtP.RECEI VE_U SRDAT A_b_P4
section.data(52).logicalSrcIdx = 51;
section.data(52).dtTransOffset = 75;
;% rtP.RECEI VE_USR_DATA_c_Pl_Size
section.data(53).logicalSrcIdx = 52;
section.data( 53).dtTransOffset = 76;
;% rtP. RECEI V E U S R D AT A_c_P 1
section.data(54).logical Srcldx = 53;
section.data(54).dtTransOffset = 78;
;% rtP.RECEI V E U S R D AT A_c_P2_Size
section.data(55).logicalSrcIdx = 54;
section.data(55).dtTransOffset = 79;
;% rtP.RECEI V E U S R D ATA_c_P2
section.data(56).logicalSrcIdx = 55;
section.data(56).dtTransOffset = 81;
;% rtP.RECEIVE_USR_DATA_c_P3_Size
section.data(57).logicalSrcIdx = 56;
section.data(57).dtTransOffset = 82;
;% rtP.RECEI V E U S R D AT A_c_P3

section.data(58).logicalSrcldx - 57;
section.data(58).dtTransOffset = 84;
;% rtP.RECEI V E U S R D ATA_c_P4_Size
section.data(59).logicalSrcIdx = 58;
section.data(59).dtTransOffset = 85;
;% rtP.RECEI V E U S R D ATA c_P4
section.data(60).logicalSrcIdx = 59;
section.data(60).dtTransOffset = 87;
;% rtP.RECEI V E U S R D AT A_d_P ISi ze
section.data(61).logicalSrcIdx = 60;
section.data(61).dtTransOffset = 88;
;% rtP.RECEIVE_USR_DATA_d_P 1
section.data(62).logicalSrcIdx = 61;
section.data(62).dtTransOffset = 90;
;% rtP.RECEIVEUSRD ATA_d_P2_Size
section.data(63).logicalSrcIdx = 62;
section.data(63).dtTransOffset = 91;
;% rtP.RECEIVE_USR_DATA_d_P2
section.data( 64).logical Srcldx = 63;
section.data(64).dtTransOffset = 93;
;% rtP.RECEIVE_USR_DATA_d_P3_Size
section.data(65).logicalSrcIdx = 64;
section.data(65).dtTransOffset = 94;
;% rtP .RECEI VE_U SR_D AT A_d_P3
section.data(66).logicalSrcIdx = 65;
section.data(66).dtTransOffset = 96;
;% rtP.RECEI V E U S R D AT A_d_P4_Size
section.data(67).logicalSrcIdx = 66;
section.data(67).dtTransOffset = 97;
;% rtP.RECEI V E U S R D AT A_d_P4
section.data(68).logicalSrcldx = 67;
section.data(68).dtTransOffset = 99;
nTotData = nTotData + section.nData;
paramMap.sections(l) = section;
clear section

;%
;% Non-auto Data (parameter)
;%
;%

;% Add final counts to struct.

140
;%

paramMap.nTotData = nTotData;

■%**************************
;% Create Block Output Map *
•%**************************
nTotData = 0; %add to this count as we go
nTotSects = 2;

;%
;% Define dummy sections & preallocate arrays
;%
dumSection.nData = -1;
dumSection.data = G;

dumData.logicalSrcIdx = -1;
dumData.dtTransOffset = -1;

;%
;% Init/prealloc sigMap
;%

sigMap.nSections
= nTotSects;
sigMap.sections(nTotSects) = dumSection; %prealloc
sigMap.nT otData
= -1;

;%
;% Auto data (rtB)
;%

section.nData = 26;
section.data(26) = dumData; %prealloc
;% rtB .Memory
section.data(l).logicalSrcIdx = 0;
section.data(l).dtTransOffset = 0;
;% rtB.Memory2
section.data(2).logicalSrcIdx = 1;
section.data(2).dtTransOffset = 5;

;% rtB.Memory 1
section.data(3).logicalSrcIdx = 2;
section.data(3).dtTransOffset = 10;
;% rtB.Memory 3
section.data(4).logicalSrcIdx = 3;
section.data(4).dtTransOffset = 15;
;% rtB.HIP

section.data(5).logiealSrcIdx = 4;
section.data(5).dtTransOffset = 20;
;% rtB.HIS

section.data(6).logicalSrcIdx = 5;
section.data(6).dtTransOffset = 21;
;% rtB.H2
section.data(7).logicalSrcIdx = 6;
section.data(7).dtTransOffset = 22;
;% rtB.CFlp
section.data(8).logicalSrcIdx = 7;
section.data(8).dtTransOffset = 23;
;% rtB.CFls
section.data(9).logicalSrcIdx = 8;
section.data(9).dtTransOffset = 24;
;% rtB.CF2p
section.data(10).logicalSrcIdx = 9;
section.data(10).dtTransOffset = 25;
;% rtB.CF2s
section.data(ll).logicalSrddx = 10;
section.data(l l).dtTransOffset = 26;
;% rtB.CF3
section.data(12).logicalSrcIdx =11;
section.data(12).dtTransOffset = 27;
;% rtB.CF4
section.data(13).logicalSrcIdx =12;
section.data( 13 ).dtTransOffset = 28;
;% rtB.HYl
section.data(14).logicalSrcIdx = 13;
section.data(14).dtTransOffset = 29;
;% rtB.HY2
section.data(15).logicalSrcIdx =14;
section.data(15).dtTransOffset = 30;
;% rtB.HY3
section.data(16).logicalSrcIdx = 15;
section.data(16).dtTransOffset = 31;
;% rtB.OCRPl
section.data(17).logicalSrcIdx =16;
section.data(17).dtTransOffset = 32;
;% rtB.OCRP2
section.data(18).logicalSrcldx = 17;
section.data(18).dtTransOffset = 33;
;% rtB.OCRP3p
section.data(19).logicalSrcIdx = 18;
section.data(19).dtTransOffset = 34;

;% rtB.OCRPSs
section.data(20).logicalSrcIdx = 19;
section.data(20).dtT ransOffset = 35;
;% rtB.OCRP4
section.data(21).logicalSrcIdx = 20;
section.data(21).dtTransOffset = 36;
;% rtB.OCRP5
section.data(22).logicalSrcIdx = 21;
section.data(22).dtTransOffset = 37;
;% rtB.Data_Type_Conversion_e
section.data(23). logical Srcldx = 22;
section.data(23).dtTransOffset = 38;
;% rtB .DataType Conversion f
section.data(24).logicalSrcIdx = 23;
section.data(24).dtTransOffset = 43;
;%rtB.Data_Type_Conversion_g
section.data(25).logicalSrcIdx = 24;
section.data(25).dtTransOffset = 48;
;% rtB.Data_Type_Conversion_h
section.data(26).logicalSrcIdx = 25;
section.data(26).dtTransOffset = 53;
nTotData = nTotData + section.nData;
sigMap.sections(l) = section;
clear section
section.nData = 8;
section.data(8) = dumData; %prealloc
;% rtB.Data_Type_Conversion_a

section.data(l).logicalSrcIdx = 26;
section.data(l).dtTransOffset = 0;
;% rtB.Data_Type_Conversion_b
section.data(2).logicalSrcIdx = 27;
section.data(2).dtTransOffset = 5;
;% rtB.Data_Type_Conversion_c
section.data(3).logicalSrcIdx = 28;
section.data(3).dtTransOffset = 9;
;% rtB.Data_Type_Conversion_d
section.data(4).logicalSrcIdx = 29;
section.data(4).dtTransOffset = 14;
;% rtB .R EC E IV EU SR D A T A a
section.data(5).logicalSrcIdx = 30;
section.data(5).dtTransOffset = 18;

;% rtB .RECEI VE_U SR_D AT A_b
section. data(6).logicalSrcIdx = 31;
section.data(6).dtTransOffset = 23;
;% rtB.RECEIVEUSRDATAc
section.data(7).logicalSrcIdx = 32;
section.data(7).dtTransOffset = 28;
;% rtB.RECEIV E U S R D ATA d
section.data(8).logicalSrcIdx = 33;
section.data(8).dtTransOffset = 33;
nTotData = nTotData + section.nData;
sigMap.sections(2) = section;
clear section

;%
;% Non-auto Data (signal)
;%
;% Add final counts to struct.
;%
sigMap.nTotData = nTotData;
;%
;% Add individual maps to base struct.
;%

targMap.paramMap = paramMap;
targMap.signalMap = sigMap;

;%
;% Add checksums to base struct.
;%

targMap.checksumO = 2514261612;
targMap.checksum 1 =3616988828;
targMap.checksum2 = 3264069803;
targMap.checksum3 = 2087474732;

/*
* stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5_types .h
*
* Real-Time Workshop code generation for Simulink model "stateoxygen_fmalmodel_day5.mdr.
*
* Model Version
: 1.260
* Real-Time Workshop file version : 5.1 SDate: 2003/08/08 18:37:24 $
* Real-Time Workshop file generated on : Fri Dec 03 06:18:28 2004
* TLC version
: 5.1 (Aug 8 2003)
* C source code generated on
: Fri Dec 03 06:18:28 2004

*/

#ifhdef_RTW_HEADER_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5_types_h_
* define _RTW_HEADER_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5_types_h_
/* Local data for chart: <Root>/DiagnosTest */
typedef struct SFmO_cl_stateoxygen_fmalmodel day5LocalDataStruct{
real T m0_cl_dl2 sCVP;
real_T mO_cl_d48sT_p_high;
real T mO_cl_d9_sCI_high;
real_T mO_cl_dl7_sHlP;
real T mO_cl_d2_sBE_norm;

real T mO_cl_d26_sLact_norm;
real T mO_cl_d54_spH_norm;
real T mO_cl_dl8_sHlS;
real T mO_cl_d36_sPCWP_high;
real T mO_cl_d27_sMAP;
real T mO_cl_dl3 sCVR;
real_T mO_cl_dl9_sH2;
realT mO_cl_d3_sCFlp;
real T m0_cl_d50_sUo;
real T mO_cl_d5_sCF2p;
real T mO_cl_d4_sCFls;
realT m0_cl_d24_slono_yes;
real_T mO_cl_d7_sCF3;
real T mO_cl_d43_sSVRi;
real_T m0_cl_d52_sdopa_nora_yes;
real_T m0_cl_d20_sHYl;
real T mO_cl_d21_sHY2;
real_T mO c 1_d 16_sEx02;
real T mO_cl_d22_sHY3;
real_T m0_cl_d45_sSaO2_low;
real T mO_c 1_d42_sResF;
real T mO_cl_d30_sOCRPl;
real T m0_cl_d41_sPaCO2_low;
real T mO_cl_d31_sOCRP2;
real T mO_cl_d38_sPFI_high;
real T mO_cl_d32_sOCRP3p;
real_T mO_cl_d33_sOCRP3s;
real T mO_cl_d34_sOCRP4;
real T mO_cl_d35_sOCRP5;
real T m0_cl_d46_sSvO2_low;
real T mO_cl_dl4_sER_high;
real T mO cl dl 1 sCI low;
real T mO cl dlO sCI int;
real T mO_cl_d49_sT_p_low;
real T mO_cl_d53_spH_low;
real T mO cl dl sBE low;
real T mO_cl_d25_sLact_high;
real T m0_cl_d47_sSvO2_norm;
real T mO_cl_dl5_sER_norm;
real T mO_cl_d37_sPCWP low;
real_T m0_cl_d44_sSaO2_high;
real T mO c 1_d40_sPaCO2_high;
real T mO_cl_d39_sPFI_low;
real_T m0_cl_d23_slono_no;
real T mO_cl_d51_sdopa_nora_no;
real T mO_cl_d29_sNMSTHP;
real T mO_cl_d28_sMSTH;
real T mO_cl_d6_sCF2s;
real T mO_cl_d8_sCF4;
} SFmO_cl_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5LocalDataStruct;
/* States for chart: <Root>/DiagnosTest */

typedef struct SFmO_cl_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5StateStruct{
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5 : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5 : 1;

unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s2_BE : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s2_BE : 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_s2_BE : 2;
unsigned int is active mO cl„s5_C I: 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s5_CI : 3;
unsigned int was mO c l_s5 CI : 3;
unsigned int is active mO cl slO CVP : 1;
unsigned int ismO _cl_s IOC VP : 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_slO_CVP : 2;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl3_CVR : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl3_CVR : 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl3_CVR : 2;
unsigned int isactive_mO_cl_sl6_Cardiac_Failure : 1;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl7_Cardiac_Failure_typel : 1;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl8_Cardiac_Failure_typel_primary : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl8_Cardiac_Failure_typel_primary : 4;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl 8_Cardiac_Failure_typel_primary : 4;
unsigned int is active_mO_cl_s27_Cardiac_Failure_typel_secondary : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s27_Cardiac_Failure_type ^secondary : 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_s27_Cardiac_Failure_typel_secondary : 2;
unsigned int is active_mO_cl_s31_Cardiac_Failure_type2 : 1;
unsigned int is_active_m0cl_s32_Cardiac_Failure_type2_primary : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s32_Cardiac_Failure_type2_primary : 3;
unsigned int wa s mOc 1_s32 Cardiac_Fai lure_type2_primary : 3;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s37_Cardiac_Failure_type2_secondary : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s37_Cardiac_Failure_type2_secondary : 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_s37_Cardiac_Failure_type2_secondary : 2;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_s40_Cardiac_Failure_type3 : 1;
unsigned int i s m O c 1_s40_Cardiac_Failure type3 : 3;
unsigned int was_m0_cl_s40_Cardiac_Failure_type3 : 3;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s45_Cardiac_Failure_type4 : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s45J3ardiac_Failure_type4 : 3;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_s45_Cardiac_Failure_type4 : 3;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_s50_ER : 1;
unsigned int is_m0_cl_s50_ER : 2;
unsigned int was_m0_cl_s50_ER : 2;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_s53_ExO2 : 1;
unsigned int is_m0_cl_s53_ExO2 : 2;
unsigned int was_m0_cl_s53_ExO2 : 2;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s56_Hypervolemia : 1;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s57_Hypervolemia_typel : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s57_Hypervolemia_typel : 3;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_s57_Hypervolemia_typel : 3;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s63_HypervolemiaJype2 : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s63_Hypervolemia_type2 : 4;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_s63_Hypervolemia_type2 : 4;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s74_Hypervolemia_type3 : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s74_Hypervolemia_type3 : 3;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_s74_Hypervolemia_type3 : 3;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s79_Hypovolemia : 1;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_s80_Typel : 1;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s81_Typel_primary : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s81_Typel_primary : 3;
unsigned int wa s mO c I s 81 Type 1primary : 3;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s86_Typel_secondary : 1;

unsigned int is mO cl_s86_Typel secondary : 3;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_s86_Typel secondary : 3;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s93_Type2 : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s93_Type2 : 3;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_s93_Type2 : 3;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_s98 Ionotropics : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_s98_Ionotropics : 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_s98_Ionotropics : 2;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_sl01_Lact: 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_slO!_Lact: 2;
unsigned int was_m0_cl_sl01_Lact: 2;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_sl04_MAP : 1;
unsigned int is_m0_cl_sl04_MAP : 2;
unsigned int was_m0_cl_sl04_MAP : 2;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_sl07_Metabolic_Signs_of_Tissue_Hypoxia : 1;
unsigned int is_m0_cl_sl07_Metabolic_Signs_of_Tissue_Hypoxia : 3;
unsigned int was_m0_cl_sl07_Metabolic_Signs_of_Tissue_Hypoxia : 3;
unsigned int i s a c t i v e m O c l s l 14_No_Metabolic_Signs_of_Tissue_Hypoxia_Present

: l;

unsigned int i s m O c l s l 14_No_Metabolic_Signs_of_Tissue_Hypoxia_Present: 3;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl 14_No_Metabolic_Signs_of_Tissue_Hypoxia_Present: 3;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl21_Oxygen_content_related_problems : 1;
unsigned int is active mO c 1_s 122_Oxygen_content_related_problems type 1_ : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl22_Oxygen_content_related_problems_typel_ : 4;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl22_Oxygen_content_related_problems_typel_ : 4;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl31_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type2 : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl31_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type2 : 3;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl31_Oxygen_content_related_problenis_type2 : 3;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl36_Oxygen_content_relatedjproblems_type3 : 1;
unsigned int
is_active_mO_cl_sl37_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type3_primary : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl37_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type3_primary : 4;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl37_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type3_primary : 4;
unsigned int
is_active_mO_cl_sl46_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type3_secondary : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl46_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type3_secondary : 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl46_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type3_secondary :
2;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl49_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type4 : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl49_Oxygen_content_relatedjproblems_type4 : 4;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl49_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type4 : 4;
unsigned int
is_active_mO_cl_sl59_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type5_primary : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl59_Oxygen_content_related_problems_type5_primary : 4;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl59_Oxygen_eontent_related_problems_type5_primary : 4;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl69_PCWP : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl69_PCWP : 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl69_PCWP : 2;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl73_PFI : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl73_PFI : 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl73_PFI: 2;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_sl77_PaCO2 : 1;
unsigned int is_m0_cl_sl77_PaCO2 : 2;
unsigned int was_m0_cl_sl77_PaCO2 : 2;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl81_ResF : 1;

unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl81_ResF : 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl81_ResF : 2;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl84_SVRi: 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl84_SVRi: 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl84_SVRi : 2;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_sl87_SaO2 : 1;
unsigned int is_m0_cl_sl87 Sa02 : 2;
unsigned int was_m0_cl_sl87_SaO2 : 2;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_sl91_SvO2 : 1;
unsigned int is_m0_cl_sl91_SvO2 : 2;
unsigned int was_m0_cl_sl91 „Sv02 : 2;
unsigned int is_active_mO_cl_sl94_T_p : 1;
unsigned int is_m0_cl_sl94 T_p : 2;
unsigned int was_mO_cl_sl94_T_p : 2;
unsigned int is active_mO_cl_sl98_Uo : 1;
unsigned int is_mO_cl_sl98_Uo : 2;
unsigned int w a s mOc I s 198_Uo : 2;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_s201_dopamine_or_norepinephrine : 1;
unsigned int is_m0_cl_s201_dopamine_or_norepinephrine : 2;
unsigned int was_m0_cl_s201_dopamine_or_norepinephrine : 2;
unsigned int is_active_m0_cl_s204_pH : 1;
unsigned int is_m0_cl_s204_pFI: 2;
unsigned int was_m0_cl_s204_pH : 2;
} SFmO_cl_stateoxygen_fmalmodel_day5StateStruct;
/* Chart instance for chart: <Root>/DiagnosTest */
typedef struct S_CSmO_cl_stateoxygen_finalmodel_ {
SFmO cl stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5LocalDataStruct LocalData;
SFmO_cl_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5StateStruct State;
} CSmO_cl_stateoxygen_finalmodel_;
/* Parameters (auto storage) */
typedef struct Parameters Parameters;
/* Forward declaration for rtModel */
typedef struct _rtModel_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5_Tag
rtModel_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5;
#endif

/* _RTW_HEADER_stateoxygen_finalmodel_day5_types_h_

Appendix D
C166 Microcontroller Features
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Appendix D
PhyCORE HD200 Development Board and C- 167 Molex Connector
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An SBC in subminiature dimensions (60 x 53 mm) according to low EMI phyCORE
specifications
An Infineon C167CR controller with on-chip Full CAN 2.0B
An Infineon C167CS controller with dual on-chipFull CAN 2.0B
All the controller signals extend to dual-row 200-pin high-density (0.635 mm.) Molex
connectors aligning two edges of the board.
256 KB SRAM and an optional 64 KB, 1 MB
256 KB Flash (optional 128 KB, 512 KB, 1 MB)
4 KB (optional 8 KB, 32 KB) serial EEPROM (optional FRAM)
A 16-bit demultiplexed bus mode
A 16-channel A/D-converter with 10-bit resolution
A battery-buffered Real-Time Clock and SRAM (to 1 MB)
An RS-232 transceiver (optional second RS-232 transceiver) configurable as RS-485
An optional UART support second asynchronous serial interface
A 2x Full 2.0B CAN-bus interfaces via two 82C251 transceivers
Interface support of RTS, CTS and DSR modem signals
Requires only +5V. /250 mA. power source in a temperature range of 0° C...+700 C
MTBF = 941,282 hours

PhyCORE -167CR J 167CS
The phyCORE -167CR/ 167CS is a product of the PHYTEC’s phyCORE Single Board Computer
module [13]. It offers the following features
•
A subminiature Single Board Computer (60 x 53 mm) achieved through modem SMD
technology
•
Populated with the Infineon C167Cx microcontroller featuring up to two on-chip2.0B
CAN modules
•
Improved interference safety which is achieved through multi-layer PCB technology and
dedicated ground pins.
•
16-bit, demultiplexed bus mode
•
20Mhz clock frequency
•
16MB address space
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

256kByte to 2 MB external Flash on-board
On-board Flash programming facility
256kByte to 1MB on-board RAM
I2c Real-Time Clock with internal quartz
Voltage supervisory chip for Reset logic and power supervision
5V/<220mA supply voltage
RS232 transceiver for tow serial interfaces
Optional UART for second asynchronous serial interface.

The block diagram of the phyCORE -167CR/167CS is shown in Figure 4-4

Figure 4-4 Block Diagram of C167CR [14]
An overview of the jumper settings, power options, ground connections are discussed further in the next
section and are shown in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5 Overview of phyCORE -C167CR [14]
Infineon C167 microcontroller
The C l66 microcontroller was designed to meet the high performance requirements of real-time
embedded control applications. The architecture of this family of microcontrollers was optimized for high
instruction throughput and minimum response time to external stimuli. It has integrated intelligent
peripheral subsystems to reduce the CPU intervention to a minimum extent. The high flexibility of the
architecture allows serving the diverse and varying needs of different application areas such as automotive,
industrial control, or data communications. The C l67 is an improved representative of the Siemens family
of full featured 16-bit single-chip CMOS microcontrollers [Error! Reference source not found.]. The
several key features that contribute to the high performance of the Cl 67 are as follows
1. High Performance 16-bit CPU with 4-Stage Pipeline
•
80/60 ns Instruction Cycle Time at 25/33 MHz CPU Clock
•
400/303 ns Multiplication (16 ' 16 bit), 800/606 ns Division (32/16 bit)
•
Enhanced Boolean Bit Manipulation Facilities
•
Additional Instructions to Support HLL and Operating Systems
•
Register-Based Design with Multiple Variable Register Banks
•
Single-Cycle Context Switching Support
•
16 MBytes Total Linear Address Space for Code and Data
•
1024 Bytes On-Chip Special Function RegisterArea
2. 16-Priority-Level Interrupt System with 56 Sources, Sample-Rate down to 40/30 ns
3. 8-Channel Interrupt-Driven Single-Cycle Data Transfer Facilities via Peripheral Event
Controller (PEC)
4. Clock Generation via on-chip PLL (factors l:1.5/2/2.5/3/4/5), via prescaler or via direct clock
input
5. On-Chip Memory Modules
•
3 Kbytes On-Chip Internal RAM (IRAM)
•
8 Kbytes On-Chip Extension RAM (XRAM)
•
32 Kbytes On-Chip Program Mask ROM
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6. On-Chip Peripheral Modules
•
24-Channel 10-bit A/D Converter with Programmable Conversion Time
down to 7.8 ms
•
Two 16-Channel Capture/Compare Units
•
4-Channel PWM Unit
•
Two Multi-Functional General Purpose Timer Units with 5 Timers
•
Two Serial Channels (Synchronous/Asynchronous and High-Speed-Synchronous)
.
Two On-Chip CAN Interfaces (Rev. 2.0B active) with 2 ' 15 Message Objects
•
(Full CAN/Basic CAN), can work on one bus with 30 objects
•
On-Chip Real Time Clock
7. Up to 16 MBytes External Address Space for Code and Data
•
Programmable External Bus Characteristics for Different Address Ranges
Multiplexed or Demultiplexed External Address/Data Buses with 8-Bit or 16-Bit
•
Data Bus Width
•
Five Programmable Chip-Select Signals
•
Hold- and Hold-Acknowledge Bus Arbitration Support
8. Idle, Sleep, and Power Down Modes with Flexible Power Management
9. Programmable Watchdog Timer and Oscillator Watchdog
10. Up to 111 General Purpose I/O Lines, partly with Selectable Input Thresholds and Hysteresis
11. Supported by a Large Range of Development Tools like C-Compilers, Macro-Assembler
Packages, Emulators, Evaluation Boards, HLL-Debuggers, Simulators, Logic Analyzer
Disassemblers, Programming Boards
12. On-Chip Bootstrap Loader
13. 144-Pin MQFP Package
The architecture of the C167CS combines advantages of both RISC and CISC processors and of
advanced peripheral subsystems in a very well balanced way. In addition the on-chip memory blocks allow
the design of compact systems with maximum performance. The figure below shows an overview of the
on-chip components and the internal bus structure of the C167CS microcontroller are given in Figure 4-6
below.
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The above block diagram gives a view of the various on-chip components and of the advanced,
high bandwidth internal bus structure of the C167CS. The C167 not only integrates a powerful CPU core
and a set of peripheral units into one chip, but also connects the units in a very efficient way. The main core
of the CPU consists of a 4-stage instruction pipeline, a 16 bit arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) and dedicated
SFR’s.
A number of areas had been optimized in the processor code to meet the demand for greater
performance and flexibility. Functional blocks in the CPU core are controlled by signals from the
instruction decode logic which can be summarized as follows
•
High Instruction Bandwidth/ Fast Execution
•
High Function 8-bit and 16- bit Arithmetic and Logic Unit
•
Extended Bit Processing and Peripheral Control
•
High Performance Branch-, Call-, and Loop Processing
•
Consistent and Optimized Instruction Formats
•
Programmable Multiple Priority Interrupt Structure

Memory Sources
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The memory space of the C167CS is configured in a von Neumann architecture, which means that
code memory, data memory, registers and I/O ports are organized within the same linear address space
which includes 16 MBytes. The entire memory space can be accessed byte-wise or word-wise. Particular
portions of the on-chip memory have additionally been made directly bit addressable [14]. For code or
constant data the C167CS incorporates 32 Kbytes of on-chip mask-programmable ROM.
The phyCORE Development Board HD200 provides a flexible development platform enabling
quick and easy start-up and subsequent programming of the phyCORE -167CR/167CS Single Board
Computer module. For storage of user defined variables, system stack, general purpose register banks and
code 3 Kbytes of on-chip Internal RAM (1RAM) are provided. The register bank can consist of up to 16
wordwide (RO to R15) and/or byte wide (RLO, RHO,..., RL7, RH7) so-called General Purpose Registers
(GPRs). 1024 bytes (2 ' 512 bytes) of the address space are reserved for the Special Function. Register
areas (SFR space and ESFR space). SFR’s are wordwide registers which are used for controlling and
monitoring functions of the different on-chip units. 8 Kbytes of on-chip Extension RAM (XRAM),
organized as two blocks of 2 Kbytes and 6 Kbytes, respectively, are provided to store user data, user stacks,
or code. The XRAM is accessed like external memory and therefore cannot be used for the system stack or
for register banks and is not bit addressable. The XRAM permits 16-bit accesses with maximum speed. In
order to meet the needs of designs where more memory is required than is provided on chip, up to 16
MBytes of external RAM and/or ROM can be connected to the microcontroller [13].
The C l67 family separates peripherals from the core. This structure allows maximum number of
operations to be performed in parallel and permits peripherals to be added or deleted from the family
members without modifications to the core. Each functional block processes information independently and
uses common busses to communicate information. Special function registers (SFR’s), which are located
either within the standard SFR area or within the extended ESFR area. The following are the C l67 general
peripherals.
•
Two General Purpose Timer Blocks (GPT1 and GPT2)
•
Two Serial Interfaces (ASCO and SSC)
•
A Watchdog Timer
•
Two 16-channel Capture/Compare units (CAPCOM1 and CAPCOM2)
•
A 4-channel Pulse Width Modulation Unit
•
A 10-bit Analog/ Digital Converter
•
Nine 10 ports with a total of 111 IO lines
Each of these peripherals also contains a set a Special Function Registers (SFR’s), which control
the functionality of the peripheral and temporarily store intermediate data results. Each peripheral has an
associated set of status flags. Individually selected clock signals are generated for each peripheral from
binary multiples of the CPU clock [13].
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Tasking Compiler
Features of the tasking compiler are summarized as follows
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully-integrated embedded development environment
Language sensitive editor
Highly optimizing C/C++/EC++ compilers
M1SRA C enhanced code checking
CrossView Pro debugger which features Instruction set simulator, ROM monitor, Onchip debug and Kernel-aware
Extensive RTOS, ICE and evaluation board support
Compatible with the software DAVE
Supports all members of the C166 architecture family
Provides extensive optimization for highly efficient code
Several memory models to fit different applications

In addition for full ANSI C Compliance, it also supports several other language specific
extensions for embedded C166 based applications. The C166 C compiler tools allow reduction of code,
data size and execution time by implementing a variety of optimizations. These optimizations include
•
•
•
•
•

Various loop and jump optimizations to speed up execution and/or reduce code size
Common sub-expression elimination detects and eliminates repeating (sub-) expressions
Common tail merging for finding duplicate sequences of code and merging them together
to reduce code size
Dead assignment, dead storage and dead code elimination removes all kinds of
unreachable code or invariant data
Data flow analysis peephole optimizations replace instruction sequences with equivalent,
but faster and/or shorter, sequences or delete obsolete instructions

Global storage optimization pre-compiles the application to gather information about all static
objects in order to determine the best memory configuration.
Floating-Point Libraries
The floating-point libraries integrate smoothly with any of the supported real-time systems. Both
single and double precision libraries are available with and without run-time error trapping for optimized
speed.
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User Inline Assembly:
Assembly routines can be easily inserted into the C files as the C l66 compilers support inline
assembly. Because of this feature the variables defined at C level can be accessed
Assembler
The Linker/locator, macro-preprocessor, librarian and object format utilities are supplied to the
assembler which has the following features
•
Full macro and conditional assembler
•
Optimizing jmp/call instructions
•
Extensive section directives
•
Support of DPP (register) usage with extensive checking
•
Error file with textual error reporting
•
Full assembly source level debugging
Linker/Locator
They enable linking and locating of data and code into the target memory. The C l66 locator
locates a linker file to absolute addresses. The Linker/Locator features are as follows
•
Automatic or user-defined allocation of codeand data in memory
•
Advanced overlaying features allowing efficient memory usage
•
Incremental linking
•
Smart linking to only include used functions
•
IEEE695 object output format with HLL debugging information
SREC / Intel HEX output format for (E) PROM programmers.
Flash Memory Support
EDE and the CrossView Pro debugger can be used to download an application file to Flash
memory. EDE configures external as well as microcontroller on-chip flash devices. Through a small
programming monitor CrossView Pro controls the actual flash devices.
CrossView Pro Debugger
It is an easy to use interface tool with powerful and extensive debugging features. It has different
resizable windows to have all the necessary information required available at the same time. Its features can
be summed as
•
Simple through to advanced debugging features
•
Tracking scope and monitoring locals
•
Intuitive navigation through the source window
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•
•

Double-click, right-click and tip-point functions
Bubble-SpyTM for easy inspection of variables and functions

Program Performance Analysis
It provides several performance analysis capabilities to optimize application and shorten the
debugging session such as Code coverage, profiling and programming data analysis. This enables checking
whether specific parts of an application code actually have been executed. Based on the code coverage
reports, a complete test suite can be built for a product and improve the quality of your application.
Profiling allows performing timing analysis by providing timing information about a particular function, or
set of functions. The time spent on a function and the number of times it is called can be found. The
programmable data analysis feature enables quick detection of gross errors in a signal processing routine by
reducing large sets of data into meaningful visual.

Appendix E
Input Variables
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Systemic Arterial Pressure
Sphygmomanometers are used to measure the systemic arterial pressure (SAP).
Central Venous Pressure and Mean Arterial Pressure
Passing a catheter into the superior vena cava the right ventricular end-diastolic pressure is obtained and
having the tricuspid valve open the Mean arterial pressure (MAP) can be recorded. Central venous pressure
(CVP) measurements can also be used to estimate the left ventricular end diastolic pressure and volume.
The CVP has a mean of 5 mmHg and a range of 0-8 mmHg, where as MAP has a mean of 15 mmHg and a
range of 9-15 mmHg.
Systemic Vascular Resistance and Pulmonary Vascular Resistance
The pressure difference between the systemic and the pulmonary artery in concert with the cardiac output
(Qr) is used to determine the SVR and PVR. The SVR and PVR have mean 1240 dyne.sec.cm-5 and 80
dyne.sec.cm ’ and ranges from 950-1350 dyne.sec.cnf5 and 70-90 dyne.sec.cnf5respectively.

PH

pH can be obtained from the samples of the systemic arterial blood. It is used to determine if hypercapma is
acute or chronic. It ranges between 7.38-7.42 and has a mean of 7.40.
Arterial PC 02
The measurement of Arterial PC02 (PAC02) helps in determining the adequacy of ventilation. It is also
essential in determining hypoventilation and hypercapnia. At sea level it has a value of 50 mmHg.
Dopamine
Dopamine (Dopa) is the drug generally used to improve Qt in critically ill patients. It is generally given in
low doses of 2-5 pg per minute.
Electrocardiogram
Electrocardiogram (ECG) represents the heart’s electric activity generated during the cardiac cycle. It is
recorded from the body surface. It aids diagnosis and helps in predicting prognosis. It is read in as PQRST,
denoting the various instances of the wave. It is influenced by the age and the body habitus of the person.
Peripheral Temperature
Peripheral temperature (Tp) denotes the body temperature and had a mean of 32 °C.

f
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Base Excess
Base excess (BE) is defined as the additional base to be added or removed to maintain normal pH value. It
is calculated either using the actual and predicted pH or PAC02.
Cardiac Index
Cardiac index (Cl) is obtained by dividing the cardiac output per unit time by the surface area and has the
units of liters/min/square meter.
Pulmonary Capillary Wedge Pressure
The measure of pulmonary capillary wedge pressure (PCWP) measures the pulmonary left atrial pressure.
It is used in the diagnosis of ventricular failures. It is generally in the range of 8-10 mmHg.
Oxygen Consumption
It indicates the fitness of a person and measures the human performance. It is the amount of oxygen
consumed per minute. Oxygen consumption (V 02) by a resting person is approximately 250 ml/min.
Oxygen Delivery
The amount of oxygen available for the body in one minute is defined as oxygen delivery (D 02). It is equal
to the cardiac output times the arterial oxygen content.
Mixed Venous Saturation
Mixed venous saturation (Sv02) continuously measures the overall oxygen delivery status.
Urine Output
Urine output (UrOut) is the amount of urine output produced per day. If the urine output is less than 500 ml
in 24 hours, it indicates serious problems.
Others
A few other recordings were the lactataemia (Lact), Ionotropic drugs (IONO) and Respiratory Frequency
(ResF). The data collected consisted of both continuous and intermittent signals. These data were validated
for each patient with the help of annotations. The continuous signals comprised the ECG, SAP, CVP, C 02,
0 2 etc. A physician who constantly resided beside the patient complemented the data with special
annotations. The data stored had different frequencies and sample times

